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Abstract 

The purposes of this study were to undersiand the level of sexual abuse of girls with 
disability and it consequences. To achieve these objectives, data were collected from four 
sexually abused girls with disability, their respective parents and FGDs with teachers 
and related others. In-depth interviews were held with all the respondents using interview 
guide. The participants were purposely selected and the data were analyzed qualitatively. 

An effort was made to find out about the vulnerability factors, perpetrators, coping 
strategies and effects of sexual abuse. The results revealed that girls with disabilities are 
victims of abuse because of their vulnerability. Their inability to hear, understand, 
communicate, see etc. and challenges resulting from the society and from the 
surrounding environment, and absence of sexual education were major factors. Offenders 
were found to be a relative, neighbor, unidentified stranger and a person who is known 
by the victim took advantages of their vulnerability. Hence, it results in repeated and 
severe sexual abuse causing never-ending problems of psychological, behavioral, 
physical, educational, social and economical to health factors. As a result, parents and 
the society at large are negatively affected. 

Finally, providing appropriate sex education in relation to age appropriate and type of 
disability, training people in a variety of professions in communicating with and 
responding to the special needs of victims with disabilities; creating a safe environment 
that allows victims to disclose, a zero tolerance campaigns designed to rise in shifting 
awareness, focusing on research that is disability-specific sexual abuse cases, 
empowering measures, enhancing assertiveness and confidence of girls actually speaking 
up for themselves, organizing rehabilitation and counseling centers recognizing the 
special needs of girls, amending inadequate laws and criminalize crimes involving girls 
with disability are among the factors that are recommended to prevent sexual abuse. 

v 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

Sexual abuse is a very common experience in our society as a whole. It is painful to focus 

on something many of us would like to avoid even thinking about. Though it was once 

something that everyone knew about, but few people talked about, it has been one of the 

most pervasive but carefully ignored features of social life (Davis, 2005). 

Sexual abuse includes a wide range of sexual activities that are forced upon someone that 

consists of sexually inappropriate and non-consensual actions. The act of sexual abuse 

has no restrictions. It can happen to anyone and anywhere, since it is a social attack 

against women irrespective of religious, disability, age, etc women's can be potential 

victims of sexual abuse and all men can also be potential rapists (Sara,200 I). 

In the case of girls with disabilities, although there have been several national studies of 

sexual abuse, none have included girls with disabilities in which disability status could be 

identitied. Sexual abuse and other forms of violence perturb the lives of most girls and 

young women. Nonetheless , none of these matters have included girls wi th disabilities; 

nor have they even well thought of disability as an identifying marker. However, 

available data show that girls and young women with disabilities experience violence 

within th~ family, institutions and community at higher rates than their non disabled 

counterparts (Rousso, 200 I) . 

Elman (2005) noted that men sexually abuse women with disabilities at a similar or 

. higher rate than women without disabilities . Doucette (1986) as cited in Elman (2005) 

fllliher estimated that women with disabilities to be one and a half times as likely to have 

been sexually abused as their cOllllterparts without disabilities. Further, Erickson (2003) 

cdded that people with disabilities are four to ten times more likely to be victimized than 

people without disabilities. Moreover the international research mentioned that 



regardless of age, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation or class, women with disabilities are 

assaulted, raped and abused at a rate of at least two times greater than non-disabled 

women (Chappell 2003: 5). 

But in Ethiopia, where women with disabilities considered being safe from sexual abuse; 

talking about it seems unusual and shameful. For this reason, most cases are 

underreported because of it is hidden nature. As a result, knowledge of the magnitude and 

prevalence rate of sexual abuse and disability in particular is not known because of the 

absence of research. 

The first step in addressing this epidemic of sexual abuse requires societies to recognize 

rather than deny the visible issue. Thus, it is indispensable to expose what takes place in 

the lives of girls with disability in order to begin a thorough examination of abuse. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

There is a disbelief that no one would abuse a girl with disability and some will think that 

no one will ever hann a girl with disability and their is a myth saying 'who will abuse a ' 

person with disability ?' But some studies indicate that the statistics are higher for sexual 

abuse among persons with disabilities than they are for the general pUblic. 

Though the problem is intense, sexual abuse of girls with di sability are often overlooked 

in research. Elman (2005) revealed that the immense and important research on the 

sexual abuse of women often ignores disability, and disability research rarely considers 

the sexual abuse of women with disabilities. In addition Erickson (2003) added that 

sexual abuse against women is a mostly ignored epidemic. He further mentioned that 

unlike child abuse, elder abuse and domestic violence, abuse against the disabled has 

been largely ignored despite an epidemic of violence. Similarly, Nosek and Howland 

(1998) concluded that there is no question that abuse of women with di sabilities is a 
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problem of epidemic. They further added that there have been virtually no studies that 

examine the existence, feasibility, or effectiveness of abuse interventions for women with 

disabilities. Erickson (2003) also noted that detailed statistics about the problem does not 

exist, that can in tum create a bqrrier to understand the scope of abuse against people with 

disabilities. Hence, it is this area that seems to present the greatest likelihood of a failure 

to protect them from sexual abuse which is important part that cannot be ignored off. 

Therefore, the aim of this research is to find out sexual abuse and it is consequences and 

coping mechanisms employed by the victims. The study is hoped to shade light on the 

issue of sexual abuse of girls with disabilities in particular and women in general. Thus, 

this study will answer the following research questions. 

I. Why girls with disability are at a higher risk of sexual abuse? 

2. Who are the perpetrators of sexually abused girls with di sabi lity? 

3. How did the abuse occur? 

4. What are the effects of the abuse on the life of girls in general? 

S. How do sexually abused girls with disability use to cope up with the abuse? 

6. What similarities and difference exist in sexual abuses in relation to types of 

disability? 

1.3 Objectives 

The overall objective of this study focuses on understanding the sexual abuse of girls 

with disabilities and it is consequences. The specific objectives of this study are to: 

1. Get an insight into why girls with disabilities are at higher risk of sexual abuse. 

2. Identify the perpetrators of sexual abuse of girls with disability. 

3. Identify how the abuse occurred. 

4. Find out the problems that arise as the result of sexual abuse. 

S. Identify how sexually abused girls with disability cope with these problems. 

6. Find out the differences and similarities exist in sexual abuse in relation to types 

of disability. 
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1.4. Significance 

I. There are so many researches that are being conducted around the area of sexual abuse 

of girls . However, there is hardly any research conducted on the area of girls with 

disabilities in our country. Therefore, this study will contribute to the knowledge 

building in the area. 

2. The finding of this study can serve as raising the awareness of sexually abused girls 

with disabilities for public information and address the issues. 

3. It will give an insight for sexually abused girls their families and the society at large 

about the problem and learning to report the situation. 

4. It may also serve as valuable information for concerned agencies, service providers 

schools, institutions, and can also serve as spring board to undertake further studies in 

the area. 

1.5. Delimitation 

::: The study is delimited to sexual abuse that involves forced sexual intercourse with 

out the consent of girls with disability while the definition encompasses a lot 

more features . 

::: The participants of the study were those sexually abused girls with disabilities 

who are above the age of fifteen as it is believed that they could express 

themselves well enough. 

::: The study is delimited to Addis Ababa since the researcher faced problem of 

finding more than one center that deal with girls with special needs in regions 

than where more available respondents can be found in different place in Addis. 

Besides, as far as disability and sexual abuse concerned, it is generally believed 

that in regions both are a taboo than inner city due to different various exposures. 
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=: Although the researcher is fully aware from existing literature that many disabled 

boys experience sexual abuse and are also possible victims, the researcher 

included only girls with disabilities in this study since there could not be found a 

single respondents 

1.6. Limitation 

~ The study deals with only to few cases of sexually abused girls with disabilities in 

only four areas of disabilities since it is beyond the capacity of the researcher to 

trace and find all sexually abused girls. 

=: The study did not include sexually abused girls with multiple disabilities since 

there could not be found a single reported case. 

1.7. Operational Definitions 

Disability; for the purpose of this paper. the term disability encompasses a person with 

visual, hearing, physical and mental impairment. Or any limitation that 

significantly affects a person's mobility, sight, hearing, verbal 

communication or intellectual functioning. 

Girls: who are above the age offifiee!1 are used for this purpose. 

Perpe!rators: persons who use girls with disability for sex without their will or consent 

Sexual Abuse: a violation of sexual intercourse committed on someone vulnerable. 

Consequences: are problems that resulted in psychological , behavioral , physical, 

educational , social and economical to health problems 

Cuping Mechanisms: are means created by sexually abused girls to live with the wounds 

of abuse. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES 

2.1. Defining Sexual Abuse 

Sexual Abuse includes a wide range of behaviors, but not limited to exposures, 

inappropriate touching, sexual contact and intercourse. 

According to Gelles (2003) sexual abuse begins with kissing or fond ling and progress to 

more intrusive sexual acts, such as oral sex and vaginal or anal penetration. 

Even though sexual abuse according to different writers include different range of 

characteristics and different ranges of behaviors from unwanted touching to denying 

sexuality they do have something in common. 

Dominquez et a!., (2002) stated that the most common definition of sexual abuse, 

however, is any sexual activity involving a person where consent is not or cannot be 

given. Nosek and Howland (2003) added ~.exual abuse is being forced , threatened, or 

deceived into sexual activities starting from touching to intercourse or rape. Where as, 

sexual abuses as it is stated by Cooney (1987) include experiencing genital exposure, 

fondling, forced touching, inappropriate kissing, or oral sex. They may also be forced to 

watch others engage in sexual activities . Additionally, sexual abusive behaviors include 

various elements as listed in Balogh, Bretherton, Whibley, Berney, Graham, Richold, 

Worsley and Firth (200 I) like forced sexual contact of any kind, sexual contact with a 

person who is unable to give consent by virtue of age, immaturity or intellect; the victim 

may be forced, bribed or coerced into sexual contact. Davis (2005) further added that 

sexual abuse includes a wide range of sexual activities that is forced upon someone in a 

non-consensual manner. Sexual abuse also consists of a number of sexually 

inappropriate actions, such as exposure to sexual materials (pornography), the use of 

inappropriate sexual remarks/language, not respecting the privacy (physical boundaries) 

of a child or individual (e.g., walking in on someone while dressing or in the bathroom), 
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fondling, exhibitionism, oral sex and sexual intercourse (rape) Department of Human 

Service Texas Association Against Sexual Assault (T AASA, 2002). 

In relation to studies made around the area of people with disabilities sexual abuse, 

including unwanted or forced sexual contact, unwanted touching or displays of sexual 

parts, threats of harm or coercion in connection with sexual activity; denial of sexuality, 

sexual education , information, forced abortion or sterilization; can be included Ticoll 

(1994). 

2.2 Myths and Misconceptions Regarding Sexual Abuse and People with Disabilities 

People all over the world as well as in our country use myths to make sense out of a 

situation; or people use myth to protect themselves from hurting realities . Especially 

myths involving to abuse of girls with disabilities are kinds associated with mistaken 

beliefs or misconception that are far from reality. Abramson and Mastroleo (2002) state 

that because of the common misperception that individuals with disabilities are asexual 

and are not at risk for sexual or other forms of abuse. 

TAASA (2002:2) in their studies of sexual abuse of persons with disabilities list the 

following myths: 

The "Dehumanization" Myth: - Sadly, people with disabilities are still portrayed and seen 

as less than full members of our society. Such images allow offenders to justify their 

offenses because the victim is not really a fellow human being. Since the offender sees 

himself as more human and therefore more valuable, he sees nothing wrong with 

exploiting the individual he perceives as less valuable to meet his own needs. 

The "Damaged Merchandise" Myth: - The damaged merchandise myth asserts that, 

because the life of the disabled person is worthless, they have nothing to lose in death. If 

the sexual abuser employs similar reasoning, it allows him to regard his victim's life as 

worthless. This provides an offender with a rationalization for the choice of victim, as 

well as erasing any guilt or inhibition about exploiting a person with a disability. 
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The "Feeling No Pain" Myth: - People with disabilities are often described as immune to 

pain and suffering. This myth allows offenders to rationalize their crime by saying that 

the victim really was not hurt by it. 

The "Helplessness" Myth: - The interpretation of people with disabilities as 

vulnerable or helpless may contribute to their abuse. The perception of vulnerability 

is known to affect the selection of victims by sex offenders. 

Zavirsek (2002:276) also listed three misconceptions towards sexual abuse and disability. 

First, since disabled persons ~ere not seen as sexual beings, it was widely believed 

sexual violence cannot happen to them. The more they were perceived as children or as 

child-like adults, the more it was believed that disability it iself prevented them from 

becoming objects of sexual abuse. In this case, disability does not prevent the person 

from abuse; on the contrary, it causes the abuse. 

Second, the common attitudes towards disabled people were dominated by the idea that 

disabled persons are powerless and innocent cripples towards whom nobody would react 

violently. 

Third, if people with disability do not have their own sexuality and agency, nor even any 

knowledge about sex, they are not able, it was believed to share the responsibility of 

sexual violence. Meaning, their not knowing prevents them from becoming actively 

involved in the activity that demands two 'actors'. 

Thus, these myths leave girls with disabilities at considerably higher risk of sexual 

abuse. They are supposed not to have sexual feelings and desires like everyone else or, 

conversely, to be "over-sexeO.". 
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2.3 Nature and Prevalence of Sexual Abuse 

2.3.1 Nature of sexual abuse. 

"Many issues had surfaced. But one stood out above the others, violence against women 

with disabilities. Suddenly, it was everywhere; in the rural areas and in the cities, in the 

operation rooms and on the psychiatric wards, at home, on the streets. Women are at risk. 

Women with disabilities are at greater risk." Pelletier (2003:3). 

Especially women with disabilities are vulnerable at all stages of their lives because they 

are women and because they have a disability and the incorrect statement that girls with 

disabilities are asexual has not secured them from being sexually abused. According to 

Reese (2005:3) because of society's lack of understanding and undervalue of people with 

disabilities many falls under the experience of the following 

o professionals make decisions about their lives 

o Being regarded as a child 

o Being unable to speak out 

o Requ iring intimate care 

o Being isolated by society 

o Being devalued by society 

o Being viewed as totally protected 

o Lack privacy and confidentiality 

Therefore, falling under these situations can cause people with disabilities not to . value 

themselves and they may fill as if they have no voice or even trust their judgment. 

These ultimately will provide more opportunity for abuse to occur. Rousso (2001) added 

that persons with disabilities often are perceived as sick, helpless, incompetent and 

asexual and as powerless. In addition, they are also deprived of the skills and 

opportunities they need to know and deal with violence. Consequently, the negative , . 

environment gives license to perpetrators, who may view girls and young women with 
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disabilities as easy targets. Disabled women's Network (2002) further added more to the 

point that girls and women with disabilities became, more likely to be victims of violence 

because of their vulnerability. 

Sexual abuse happens almost anywhere and it occurs in a variety of settings. It can occur 

everywhere at any time. A girl with disability is still at a higher risk of being sexually and 

physically abused even if she is removed from the home and sent to foster homes or 

institutions. Sexual abuse can also happen inside the home, outside the home, (in group 

homes or institutions), on the job, on transpoltation systems, while riding the bus or a 

taxi. In school, on a bus, in a group, in residential facility, in the family, service and 

institutional settings at a higher rate than their non disabled counter parts ... etc (Davis, 

2005; Abramson and Astroleo, 2002; Ticom, 1 994,Rousso,2001) 

Sexual abuse of girls with disabilities is complicated and worse than other victims in due 

to three major points . Wolbring,(1994:2) stated: 

1) disabled people are the highest risk group for abuse and 

violence and society is not even aware of the problem. 

2) support for disabled victims is much less available than for 

non-disabled victims. 

3) the abuse and violence against disabled people is much more 

commonly accepted and less frequently punished than for the 

other victims groups. 

The sexual violence also has different appearance. According to Sobsey (1994) as cited in 

Rousso (2001 :47) "analysis of several studies of children and adults with disabilities who 

have experienced abuse suggested that the abuse is often severe, involving penetration 

and chronic involving repeated incidents ." Ticom (1994) added that the abuse these 

individuals experience is often chronic and severe. Research exploring disabilities has 

identified that women with disabilities are more likely to remain in more repeated 
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abusive relationships and they experienced abuse for longer period of time (Frantz, 2005; 

Nosek, Howland, and Young, 1997, as cited in Rousso, 200 I). 

Furthermore, Erickson (2003) added that victims with disabilities suffer repeatedly and 

they are easy targets for perpetrators. On the other hand, Pelletier (2003) recognized girls 

with disabi lities have a less than equal chance of escaping; have little access to services 

for violence and girls with multiple disabilities are also multiply abused. In line with this, 

Iglisias (1998:13) supported women that suffer the most severe and frequent attacks are 

those with a multiple-disability, problems in mental development, problems in 

communication, and those disabled from birth. 

Besides, for each disability type, different dynamic of abuse takes place. According to 

Pelletier (2003) women who have speech, hearing and/or visual impairments and women 

with developmental disabilities and also women with multiple disabilities can have 

difficulty in attracting help, resisting during sexual assault and/or difficulty in identifying 

their assailant. In addition, some disabilities may limit a young woman's ability to defend 

herself or move away from perpetrators. Davis (2005) supplemented that for women with 

physical disabilities, limitations in physically escaping violent situations are in sharp 

contrast to women with hearing impairments, who may be able to escape but face 

comn1lmication barriers in most settings. Other than the disability it iself, perpetrators 

give hard time by denying access to communication, manipulating with or giving 

incorrect dosage medication, denying or creating long wait is for food, failing to attend to 

personal care or medication, not reporting medical problems, and manipulating the 

mental health system to discredit the victim (Frantez, 2005). 

On the other hand, some hold the view that the policies and practices which deny 

disabled people the experience of knowing their sexuality and to enjoy the same 

opp:.>rtunities as non-disabled people in expressing their sexual feelings is equally 

abusive. 
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The bottom line is even if there exist a difference in disability type and difference to 

escape violence ;certain commonalities exist across disability groups, such as economic 

dependence, social isolation, and the whittling away of self-esteem on the basis of 

disability as a precursor to abuse Davis (2005). 

Erickson (2003) pointed out that most physical or sexual abuse against people with 

disabilities happens to those who are mentally retarded. And it is estimated that 90 

percent of people with developmental disabilities will be sexually abused in their 

lifetime. UNESCAP (2003) Hupe on Women and Disability reported that most of the 

sexual abuses turned out among the girls and women with intellectual disabilities. In the 

second frequency of sexual abuse towards girls and women with disabilities comes to 

hearing impainnent, taking the advantage that these people would not be able to 

communicate to others. According to Sullivan and Knutson (2000) as cited in Davis 

(2005) though any type of disability appears to contribute to higher risk of victimization, 

intellectual disabilities, communication disorders, and behavioral disorders appear to 

contribute a high risk level, and having multiple disabilities (e.g., intellectual disabi lities 

and behavior disorders) result in at an even higher risk level . 

Based on the estimation of Common Wealth (2005) ninety percent (90%) of special 

needs children have been sexually abused in some fashion; including boys, girls and even 

infants and toddlers . Moreover as Nosek and Howland (2003) summarized that there is 

no question that abuse of girls with disabilities is just a problem but it is and epidemic 

proportion. Pelletier (2003:2) ended that '''Sexual Violence seen as National Crisis"'. 

Violence against women with disabilities is not only a crisis; it is an outrage and a 

disgrace." 

2.3.2 Prevalence Rate of Sexual Abuse 

Societal awareness of the situation of people with disabilities related to abuse is lower 

than the non d}sabled people. Wolbring (1994) mentioned that though a variety of studies 

exist which show that people with disabilities are likely to be in higher risk of being 
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abused than non disabled people, society is absolutely not aware of the extent of abuse 

against people with disabilities. Detailed statistics about the problem do not exist that 

create a barrier to understand the scope of abuse against people with disabilities. Our 

failure to appreciate the widespread nature of sexual abuse recently means that empirical 

evidence is limited and that we only have a tentative understanding of it is patterns in the 

general population Balogh et aI, (2001) . But, estimates show people with disabilities are 

fo ur to ten times more likely to be victimized than people without disabilities, yet no one 

agency collects statistics on violence against people with disabilities Erickson, (2003:2) 

however, in the general studies made around revealed that a girl with disability is two 

times more likely to be sexually or physically abused than girls without disabilities 

(Myers, 2005). 

According to Sobscy (\988a: I) as cited in Pelletier (2003:3) complemented that people 

with disabilities are more likely to be subjected to sexual abuse and assault than their 

non-disabled peers. The exact degree of risk appears to be at least 150% of that for 

individuals of the same sex and similar age without disabilities. Besides, Wolbring (1994) 

reported from the study of Sobsey and Vamhagen that the risk of sexual abuse of people 

with disabilities is at least one and a half times as high as for others without disabilities. 

When only more severe forms of abuse are considered that risk may be three or more 

times as high as the risk for people without disabi lities. On the other side, Frantz (2005) 

cited people with disabilities face a four to ten times higher risk for abuse than those who 

do not have a disability Furthermore, Sobsey (1994 as cited in Rousso 200 I) summed up 

that the abuse rates of adults with disabilities may be between 1.5 and 5 times the rate for 

non disabled adults, whether the definition used is broad or nan'ow, and whether the 

focus is on single or multiple incidents. 

Baeed on studies above though girls experience, the higher risk for abuse the problem 

c!o~s not stop there but goes on for longer period of time and also having a high 

probability of repeat victimization regardless of their living situation (Rousso,2001 and 

Frantcz,2005). 
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than the rapist. Disability Awareness in Action (1997: 17) continued that it is very likely 
that cases against abusers of disabled people will not come to court. It is also hard to 
pass up the conclusion that social attitudes and their articulation in the legal process 
operate to protect not the victim but the perpetrators. Besides, there are effective social as 
well as legal constraints which prevent women from making use of their legal rights Sara 
(2002: 16). 

2.5 Factors Increasing the Risk of Violence 

2.5.1 Societal Factors 

One of the reasons women with disabilities are at a higher risk of being abused is the 
attitudes that society holds towards them. Women in general are seen as objects of 
aggression and control, and when a woman has a disability she is an easy target for rape 
and physical assault (Canadian Abilities Foundation, 1995). Frazee (2000) as well 
mentioned that series of interrelated factors contribute to the abuse of girls such as 
systems; traditions and customs that consider girls less desirable; negative social attitudes 
that view girls as liabilities and properties. Because of the strong emphasis on physical 
appearance in every society, women with disability are made to feel less worthy than 
non-disabled women. The negative self image, along with the silence or non belief of 
victims and the lack of prosecutions of alleged abusers increases the risk of sexual abuse 
(Disability Awareness in Action: 17). 

Besides, according to Frazee (2000) women with disabilities are often devalued by 
society because of both thdr gender and their disability. They are viewed by society as 
being physically and/or sexually undesirable, incapable of emotional caretaking and/or 
incapable of contributing to the economy. For many ill and people with disability, social 
isolation caused by institutionalization, hospitalization, "specialty" education and/or 
overprotection can push them to the periphery of society, where they are vulnerable to 
predators (sexual abuse of adolescents with chronic coniditions: 212-3) 
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Abramson and Mastroleo (2002) generalized; social isolation is associated with a higher 

risk for abuse as well as creating barriers for disclosing abuse. Besides, lack of reporting 

and prosecution and others are a.so major risk for abuse. 

2.5.2 Educational Factors 

Quite often, parents, caregivers and special education teachers do not teach children with 

disabilities about sexuality, abuse prevention, self-protection or personal safety strategies, 

in an effort to "protect" the child. Thus, children with disabilities may lack knowledge 

about their bodies, well relationships anyhow to protect themselves. Thus, Renooy (2002) 

stated due to limited sex education and isolation, some young girls with disabilities may 

not understand what is happening to them in an abusive situation. Lacks of adequate 

education and availability of appropriate educational materials are also a case in point. 

2.5.3 Health Care System Factors 

Lack of full access to violence related support services; like services for (rape), crisis or 

victim service program and lack of support for care-givers or not knowing the services 

exist and incapable of gaining access from services will in tum increase the risk factors 

(frantz, 2005; Renouy, 2002; Ticoll, 1994). 

For young people with chronic conditions, putting up with situations, expecting a low 

down level of privacy and a high degree of physical intrusion is a way of life. They may 

have been forcibly controlled when refuse to accept frequent physical examinations or 

attention to bodily needs, and therefore have learned not to fight or object and if 

procedures are perfunned in demeaning or insensitive ways, they may feel they shotlld 

tolerate the abuse. Thus, it can increase the risk of abuse (Adolescent Medicine 

Commitlee, 1997:212). 
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2.5.4. Individual Factors 

According to Abramson and Mastroleo (2002:12) girls with disabilities are at risk 

because of the following factors: 

- Person with physical disabilities may depend on others to meet some or all of their basic 

needs. Care providers, including family and paid or wlpaid personal care workers, may be 

involved in close, frequent contact in the most intimate and personal parts of the 

individual's life (e.g., assistance with bathing, toileting, changing clothes, other hygiene

related tasks), which can increase the opportWlity for sexual or other abusive acts. 

Persons with physical disabilities may be less able to defend themselves or escape 

abusive situations. 

_ A desire to please or make friends is common among individuals who have not been 

offered the opportunity to interact in society. Youth with cognitive disabilities may be 

overly trusting of others and easier to trick, bribe or coerce, especially when offered 

friendship, money or a gift. These youth may unknowingly participate in activities that 

may be exploitative or illegal. 

_ Person with cognitive disabilities may not understand the difference between sexual 

and non-sexual touches and, if they are abused, may not understand that the violation is 

not noruml, especially in cases of sexual abuse. 

_ Person who are blind or have low vision may not be full y aware of their surroundings, 

.especially on public transportation or within the community. This can make them 

vulnerable to exploitation by others. 

Many persons who are blind or deaflblind are taught mobility and Braille by guided 

physical contact. An individual may be conditioned to touch due tonguing personal care 

or other disability or medical-related services. Being touched, often without permission, 
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can provide confusing messages about space, boundaries and physical contact with 

others. 

_ Some persons with disabilities may have limited vocabulary or communication skills 

that can pose barriers to disclosing abuse or assault. Some people who have speech 

impairments utilize communication boards; many of these devices, however, do not 

include vocabulary for reporting abuse or other victimization. 

-Individuals who are deaf may experience barriers with disclosing abuse without an 

interpreter or other assistive devices. Perpetrators may believe they can getaway with 

abusive behavior if their victims cannot report it due to a disability. 

_ Many individuals with disabilities are taught in school, through service providers and 

family members to do as they are told, to comply with requests of others, and to control 

difficult behaviors. Youth with disabilities often are not taught about boundaries, 

assertiveness, or the right to say no especially to authority figures to painful or other 

unwanted touches. Compliance training can make the individual vulnerable to abuse or 

exploitation. 

_ Yoder (2003) stated that many people with mental retardation do not recognize abuse 

as abuse. This is often further complicated by several factors including a desire to be 

accepted, dependence on the abuser, having been taught or having learned compliance, or 

being extremely fearful to tell anyone about the abuse. It is also clear that many people 

are unable to communicate their hurts and fears with words and end up "acting out". 

Their efforts to let people know something is wrong often get treated as behavioral 

problems rather than communication efforts. Iglesias (1998:13) further extended that 

several factors have been identified which may increase the exposure of people with 

disabilities to violence and abuse, including some additional points mentioned by (Davis 

and Frantz, 2005; Renooy, 2002). 
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• Thefact of being less capable of self defense (physical) . 
• Greater difficulties to report maltreatment due to difficulties 

in communicating. 
• Difficulties in accessing information and counseling places, 

due mainly to architectural and communication barriers. 
• A lower se/j-esteem .md disregard of their image as women. 
• The contradiction between the assignments of traditional 

roles to women with the lack of these roles in disabled 
women. 

• A greater amount of dependence on other people for care. 
• Fear of reporting the abuse, as it might cause the breaking of 

bonds and loss of special care. 
• Having to live in environments that favor violence: broken 

homes, institutions, residences and hospitals. 
• Less credibility when reporting these allacks in certain institutions 

2.6. Perpetrators of Sexual Abuse 

Abuse is the trauma to the hearts and souls from being deceived by the people who are 

loved and trusted ones around. The problem of assault and abuse against persons with 

disabilities is complicated by the fact that most of the abuse is perpetrated by someone 

near (e.g., family member, intimate partner or personal care provider) with whom the 

individual has an established relationship. (Abramson and Mastroleo 2002:6). Further 

Ticoll (1994) suggested that the betrayal of one who is dependent on another for survival 

represents a "monumental misuse of position of power". 

The perpetrators can be employee , caregiver, attendant or interpreter, a partner, 

husband, neighbor, co-worker, a doctor ,or therapist or other health profess ional, one who 

pretends to be a friend, a family member (brother, father, uncle, grandfather, cousins, 

step-family members) may also be someone we depend on for daily needs. UeDA VIS 

health system (2000) added victims with disabilities have similar relationships with their 

offenders as other victims have with their offenders except that only about ten percent are 

only strangers. People with disabilities are more likely to be victimized by caregivers in 

the field of health, education, rehabilitation, or social systems that provide services to 

them. Sobsey and Doe (1991 cited in Ticoll 1994) further added that more than half of 
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the abuse of people with disabilities is perpetrated by three groups of offenders: family 

members, paid care- givers , and other people with disabilities especially those clustered 

with their victims in services settings. 

On the other hand, perpetrators tend to pick a victim who they think is vulnerable, 

someone they can threaten. Erickson (2003:4) added perpetrators believe women with 

disabilities do not have sexual feelings, do not feel pain, and defenseless, are burden and 

therefore deserve to be abused. Since they are easy to be taken an advantage of and will 

not make good witnesses in court. On the other hand, sometimes the abuser tires to 

convince the disabled woman or others that he is doing her a favor since few men will 

have sex with disabled women Disability Awareness in Action (1997: 17). 

Moreover, places can also open up a space for perpetrators. Ticom (1994) picked up 

family and services institution as a risk place for perpetrators. Isolation, overwhelmed by 

the demands of caretaking, lack of respite, negative social attitudes towards disability 

which may be lived out, or struggled with, in parents' reactions and attitudes etc are risks 

factors in the family. Where as, According to Sobsey (\994) as cited in Tiom (1994) the 

large numbers of people involved, the close physical and emotional contact involved in 

the care they provide, and the power inequality between the service provider and receiver 

of care are cited as factors which increase the risk of abuse to people with disabilities in 

service and institution settings. 

2.7 Consequences of Sexual Abuse 

Sexual abuse has the capacity to damage people extreme seriously. Survivals are affected 

in so many ways that cannot be measured. The duration, nature, and context of the attack 

influence the shape of the damage. Though there are extensive research examining the 

effects of violence in the population at large, relatively little research has been conducted 

focusing particularly on the effects of violence and abuse on people with disabilities 

(Ticom, 1994). Nevertheless, studies based according to Stuart and Stuart, (1981); 

Sullivan, Vernon and Scanlan, (\ 987) as cited in TAASA (2002) showed that people with 
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all kinds of disabilities suffer just as much t:motional trauma, physical injury, and social 

consequences of abuse as any other victim. Wolbring (1994) compared counselors' 

descriptions of behavioral symptoms in a group of sexually abused persons with 

disabilities to those without disabilities and found variety of same symptoms have been 

described among people with disabilities as well as those who do not have disabilities. 

"While disability status puts young women and girls at risk for violence, violence puts 

girls and young women at risk of becoming disabled." Rousso (200 1:2). Renooy (2002) 

further added that sometimes violence and abuse can worsen a disability, or even cause 

one. Besides Nosek, Howland and Hughes, (2001) as cited in Rousso (2001) 

supplemented that for young women with disability, violence can lead to secondary 

disabilities. 

The consequences of sexual abuse result in harmful psychological, behavioral, physical, 

educational, social, and economical and health factor. 

2.7.1 Health Factors 

Abuse gives rise to health problems to the victims. It can lead to long-term health 

problems including: 

A. Unwanted Pregnancy 

Sexual abuse can lead to indirectly unwanted pregnancy. It has also had adverse impacts 

on pregnancy. That is associated with risk of abortion, miscarriages and premature labor. 

Since there is no provision for the right of abortion in Ethiopia, safe abortion is difficult 

to obtain, as the result they resort to unsafe abortion, which may have other negative 

outcomes in their health, and it is usually followed by complications around. 

On the contrary, Disability Awareness in Action (1997:14) cited that research shows 

pressure is put on disabled women to abort pregnancies and to be sterilized. In line with 
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this, depending on the interpretation one gives, the Ethiopian Criminal Code, Article 551 

under C and D stated that terminating pregnancy is allowed by the law if the child has an 

incurable and serious deformity; or if the pregnant women, owing to a physical or mental 

deficiency she suffers from or her minority, is physically as well as mentally unfit to 

bring up the child. 

Another risk associated with unwanted pregnancy is the fact that child bearing before the 

girls are biologically mentally and psychologically mature. lt is associated with adverse 

health outcomes both for the mother and the child. In addition premature or low birth 

weight child occurrence of complications on existing fetus and suffering from premature 

labor and miscarriage cannot also be ignored. 

B. Sexually Transmitted Diseases! HIV! AIDS 

In rape situation where a girl cannot negotiate a safe sex, it is highly likely to have STD's 

or HIV/AIDS. These venereal diseases can cause painful infections that can damage 

reproductive organs. The possibility of having these two will worsen the situation. 

Especially in Africa, where having sex with a virgin believed to be a cure for HIV I AIDS 

girls with disabilities are at even higher risk because they are assumed to be virgins . 

C. Gynecological Problems 

These gynecological problerrd includes painful infections that damage reproductive 

organs, bleeding, perforation of the uterus, i'nfertility, genital infections or discharges and 

swelling in the genital area causes difficulties to sit comfortably, pelvic pain, painful 

menstruation, can be stated. Fistula cases, sexually transmitted infections and 

circumcision will also intensify the situation at hand (Cooney, 1987 Tesfaye, 2003 ; 

Yohannes, 2003; Rousso, 2001; Davis, 2000; Dominquez et -al Cooney, 1987, Sara, 

2001). 
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2.7.2 Psychological and Behavioral Factors 

Although the impact of abuse is very huge that can last for a lifetime on the victims, it 

leaves family members, neighbors, communities and significant others around enormous 

psychological trauma. 

Regardless of the circumstances surrounding sexual abuse (e.g., length of time it 

occurred, who the abuser is and the victim's age), all forms of sexual abuse is serious and 

has the potential to be very damaging to the individual if left unaddressed and unspoken. 

However, individuals who experience long term chronic abuse by known, trusted adult at 

an early age suffer more severe damage than those whose perpetrator is someone not well 

knows and that begins later in life and is less frequent (Tower 1989 as cited in Davis 

2000). 

Girls with disabilities who expenence violence and abuse may face shame, fear, 

nightmares, anger, guilt and self-hatred, low self-esteem, sleeping difficulties, feeling of 

powerlessness, loneliness, and isolation. They may have difficulty fonning healthy 

relationships and knowing wllom to trust. They may experience, overly compliant 

behavior, Posttraumatic stress disorder alienation and dissociation self-injurious, 

depression, withdrawal, noncompliant, aggressive behavior are also included. 

Those who experience sexual assault or long-tenn sexual abuse may exhibit difficulties 

with eating, sleeping and concentrating; feelings of being unclean; mood swings with no 

apparent cause; intrusive thoughts of the assault; flashbacks; respond aggressively or 

withdraw socially from others, have difficulty concentrating are visible effects (Renooy, 

2002; Abramson and Mastroleo, 2002; Davis, 2000; Ticoll, 1994). 
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2.7.3 Physical Factors 

Victims can suffer from physical injuries and/or additional disabilities. This includes 

death, suicide, illness (acquiring infections), serious body injures (loss of body parts, 

dysftmctions of body parts) or body injures like scars, bleeding bruises, lacerations or 

abrasion. Bruises in genital areas, tearing of vaginal or anal area, pain in genial areas, 

signs of physical abuse, head aches .. . etc are the ones which require period of healing 

(Davis, 2000; Abramson and Mastroleo, 2002). 

2.7.4. Educational Factors 

It is crystal clear that someone experiencing this intense pain will find it hard to attend 

school or even hinder someone from going to school on a regular basis or study properly. 

As a result, the victims will perform poorly. Regarding this Wall (1992:25) as cited in 

Tesfaye (2003 :28) confirmed that "students can have trouble learning, drop a class or 

drop out of a school, loose trust in school officials, become isolated, fear for personal 

safely. Besides, students can be impaired and prevented from "full enjoyment of 

educational benefit is, climates or opportunities ." As the result, their future educational 

attainment will be questioned. 

2.7.5. Economical Factors 

Persons with disabilities are known to be the poorest of the poor in every country. 

"Abuse against women and girls with disabilities represent a hidden obstacle to economic 

and social development as it disables them to use their full energy, undermines their 

confidence and compromises their health. Thus, the society is deprived from the full 

participation and contribution of women in development. "Report on violence against 

women in Ethiopia (1997 :9). Therefore, because of all the effect that results from sexual 

abuse, girls with disabilities cannot fully lend their toil or resourceful ideas. 
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Fear of violence limit is them again from participation in public life that can in turn affect 

the development of the wider community through it is effects on women's participation in 

development. And If girls with disabilities do not have skill or training they need to have 

will be dependent and cannot participate in the national development program as the 

result both the individual and the society in general will be negative ly affected Almaz 

(\996:9). 

2.7.6 Social Factors 

The effect of sexual abuse has an impact on the victims and can cause a social stigma as 

well. According to Crossmaker (1991; Cohen, 1993 as cited in Ticollm 1994) stated 

that the negative responses from others, re-victimization (by repeated sexual abuse or by 

people not believing or questioning the woman's credibility) On the other hand, some 

believe that if women with dis?bilities are mistreated or sexually abused they should not 

complain or make further demands because they are very lucky for whatever they get 

Disability Awareness in Action (\ 997 : 13) 

Besides, forced sterilization without infOimed consent in convince of others is used to 

prevent women with disability having children and mistakenly to "protect" them from 

sexual abuse. It may prevent a pregnancy following rape but not a sexually transmitted 

disease or other trauma (Ticom: 17). 

2.8 Coping Mechanisms 

Coping mechanisms as Glynis Breakwell's analysis cited in Kelly ( \ 988) defined as 

strategies as any thought or action which succeeds in eliminating or ameliorating threat to 

the self. Indi viduals can cope a situation negatively or positively or even can stop coping 

at all (suicide attempts, breakdowns). 

The experience of abuse can affect young women in different ways. How one girl deals 

with it will vary from another girl. Kelly (\988) suggested that some girls use forgetting 

or burry the memory of victimization or attempt to suppress the feelings it evokes. 

Talking to supportive friends is also an important factor in helping them cope. 
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." 

Remembering and working through the past is also an essential aspect of coping. 

Disabled women's Network (2002) added that talking to a friend, going to counseling or 

talking to a counselor and gettiug help from support person or an advocate will help. 

On the other hand, some will begin to drink alcohol or use drugs; smoke ... etc when they 

feel sad or when they do not want to remember things (Renooy, 2002). 

2.9. Preventive Methods 

The imperative way to stop sexual abuse is to prevent it from happening in the first place. 

Even though the general public hates to admit it, sexual abuse of girls with disabilities is 

not possible but it is actually happening. Wolbring (1994) forwarded that there is hardly 

any effort prevention programs exist which adapt towards the special need of people and 

no awareness is raised in society that people with disabilities are actually the group of 

society which is the most likely one to be abused. 

In order to prevent, the first step is identifying the magnitude of the problem and facing 

the ugly truth that people with disabilities are more vulnerable to sexual victimization 

than those without disabilities (Davis, 2000). 

Further, Davis added that in order to stop repeated victimization, sexual abuse must be 

reported. Because without reporting, there can be no trial of offenders or treatment for 

victims. Concerning this point Yoder (2003) stated that not just reporting the abuse is 

enough but also working to help people in understanding when they are being abused are 

also crucial, even though both are more easily said than done . 

Above all every sexual abuse, regardless of who the victims are must be taken seriously 

and for that, societal attitudes must change to view victims with disabilities as having 

equal value as victims without disabilities, and give them equal advocacy Davis (2005). 

On the other hand, preventive method according to Dominquez et aI., (2002) can be 

viewed as primary prevention that is increasing in puhlic awareness to address the issue 
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in order to decrease the frequency and occurrence. The Secondary prevention targets 

services in order to avoid occurring at abuse prevention programs and safety education 

taught to children in schools. Tertiary prevention targets services to victims of sexual 

abuse with the goal of minimizing it is negative effects and avoiding reoccurrence. 

Whereas, Canadian Pediatric Society (CPS) in their study of Sexual Abuse of 

Adolescents with Chronic Conditions (1997:212-3) stressed on very fundamental points 

of prevention issues that must be in: 

I. Institutional 

• thorough screening and monitoring of employees and volunteers; 

• chaperoning of physical examinations and procedures; 

• supervision of outings; patient privacy; and 

investigation and reporting of allegations of sexual abuse. 

• in addition; parents should be advised to inquire about these institutional policies 

and to conduct their own intensive screening when hiring private caregivers. 

• those working with teens with chronic conditions should also understand the full 

range of nomlal sexual activity (including masturbation) for this age group, and 

should respect the privacy requirements of adolescents . 

• a review of the available. material makes it clear that proper training of licensing 

officers in issues of sexual abuse is essential. Physicians can be involved in the 

development of resources for this training. 

2. Educational 

• Adolescents with chronic conditions, parents, and caregivers place high priority 

on access to appropriate infonnation about sexuality. This includes information 

specific to different developmental levels and disabilities with regard to personal 

rights, safer sex, and sexual abuse, and could also include a component on 

assertiveness training and self-defense. 
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Ticoll (1994) also added specific preventive measurers within a variety of settings 
including: 
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be made to the police or the child welfare authorities, that investigations happen 
quickly and that the safety of the individual from the perpetrator be ensured; 

• sex education and clearer guidelines with respect to sexual activity within 
residential settings; 

• asserti veness training and empowerment of people to resist abuse; 
• education of service providers/professionals on the relationship between abuse 

and disabilities, and on making appropriate referrals for children with disabilities; 
• educating professionals who come into contact with children and adults with 

disabilities on the relationship between maltreatment and disabi lities, on 
identifying possible abuse, and on making appropriate referrals 

Furthermore, Pelletier (2003) stated that women whose bodies do not meet the criteria of 
the general public may be seen as unattractive and therefore not in need of information on 
sex but women with disabilities do have sex, with consent and without it. Therefore, 
many women with disabilities receive little sex education or none at all. However, the 
real and important thing is giving specific, clear sex education that includes information 
on how to avoid unwanted contacts should be made available to all women with 
disabilities. Davis (2005) supplemented that sex education must be provided on a regular, 
on-going basis and self-determination and relationship-building skills taught so 
individuals with disabilities can learn how to develop safe relationships. Classes on 
sexual violence should be offered to teach individuals how to respond and protect 
towards sexual abuse. 
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people in a variety of professions in communicating with and responding to the special 

needs of victims with disabilities (Yoder, 2003). 

2.10. Interventions Methods 

Empowerment o/women 

Clearly, society's attitudes about girls with disabilities continue to contribute to their 

disempowered position and vulnerability to sexual abuse. Empowering themselves to 

speak off their problems publicly and to use their voices collectively to transform into 

practice and bring about changes in their life. Elder (1993 : 1) suggested as the" first step 

that sexual abuse is something pervasive, and we do not want to re-victimize the victim, 

and it's OK to talk about it, has been very slow coming." 

Community support services 

Women ~~h disabilities who find themselves suffering the aftermath of sexual assault or 

abuse often have nowhere to turn. Indeed, emergency shelters, rape crisis centers, sexual 

assault centers and counseling programs that are physically accessible to women with 

disabilities and which are experienced with their needs are still rare. 

According to Cooney (1987 :74-83), the followings treatment are important to follow 

regardless of specific nature of abuse, how recently or how long the abuse took place. 

Medical services. 

Since a sexually abused girl 's body has been used without her consent, a complete 

medical examination by the physician who understands the nature of sexual abuse can 

eliminate the fear someone holds ,figure out pregnancy or venereal disease including 

HIV/AIDS , damages in the body ,genital areas ... etc. and gives solution for it. 
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Sex education 

Reeducating the confused victims in individual or small group meetings with a nurse or 

health educator must be the first step towards reeducating. The victims of the abuse must 

have the opportunities to ask questions and to correct distorted information about sex. 

Counseling services 

There are many varieties of counseling available to victims of sexual abuse. It provides 

the support system necessary to deal with the abuse and to put it to an end. Among them: 

individual counseling, help to get past the painful experiences and will help the client to 

get well eventually. In group counseling also member can learn from one another and 

from the counselor who leads the group. They learn how to express their emotions in a 

positive way, how to stand up for themselves and how to cope with potential abusers. 

Group counseling experience can be extremely helpful in preparing them to relate to 

others in a more positive manner. In groups that are composed of victims in the same age 

category, each member realizes that indeed others have experienced similar abuse and 

can understand the wound and chaos associated with it. Besides, sexual abuse and the 

aftennath of reporting may have resulted in changes for all members of the family. In 

family counseling immediate family gather to work on problems that are part of the 

family and problems related to how each sibling reacts to the victim and to each parent 

can be resolved in the family counseling. It can also strengthen the parent-child 

relationship and to ultimately ircrease the level of family functioning (Cooney, 1987). 

Even though all the above conditions are necessary and essential conditions to be 

fulfilled, generally it IS known that programs to assist abused women are often 

architecturally unreachable, lack interpreter services for women with hearing impairment, 

and are not able to accommodate women who need assistance with daily self-care or 

medications (Nosek, Howland, and Young, 1998 cited in Erickson, 2003). Further 

Erickson added that crisis intervention for women's shelter are also problematic for 

women with disability, if the shelter is inaccess ible or unable to meet her needs for 

personal assistance with activities of daily living and if the shelter staff are unable to 
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communicate with person with hearing or speech-impaired women because "Without 

adequate services we can not reach out to victims," (Poore as cited in Erickson 2003). 

Andrews and Veronen (1993) cited in Erickson (2003) list four requirements for effective 

victim services for women with disabilities: 

First, service providers need to provide adequate assessment of survivors , 

including questions about disability-related issues. 

Second, abuse service providers should be trained to recognize and 

effectively respond to the needs related lo the disability, and disability 

service providers should be trained in recognizing and responding to 

physical and sexual trauma. 

Third, barriers to services should be eliminated by providing barrier

free information and referral services, by ensuring physical accessibility 

to facilities, by providing 24-hour access to transportation, to 

interpreters, and to communication assistance, and by providing trained 

personnel to monitor risks and respond to victims receiving services 

through disability programs. 

Finally, persons with disabilities who are dependent on caregivers, 

either at home or in institutions may need special legal protection 

against abuse. 

Ticoll (1994:28) extended that effective response to abuse include: 

• effective internal protocols in health, social service and educational settings for 

identifying, reporting and responding to victimization; 

• reforms to the judicial system to ensure that people with disabilities have recourse 

to the courts; 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 

3.1. Design 

The major objective of the study is to investigate the sexual abuse of girls with disability 

and it is consequences. Thus, for the study which strives to explore and understand the 

sexual abuse of girls with disability, qualitative research approach is considered to be 

appropriate. Peter (1994) stated qualitative research is an exploration, elaboration and 

systematization of the significance of an identified phenomenon. Merriam (1988) also 

explained that in qualitative research on~ is interested in process, meaning and 

understanding. As a result, it could suffice to use qualitative method. 

Accordingly, Merriam (1988) multiple case studies involve collecting and analyzing data 

from several cases. For this reason, the researcher has chosen to study the sexual abuse of 

girls with disabilities through qualitative inquiry designed as a multiple case study. Yin 

(2003) added that when the same study contains more than a single case, the study has 

used multiple case designs . And the evidence from multiple cases is often considered 

more compelling and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more robust. Yin 

(1984) as cited in Merriam (1988) stated in qualitative mUltiple case studies "one 

attempts to build a general explanation that fit is each of the individual cases, even 

though the cases will vary in their details ." 

3.2. Participants 

Participants of the study are four sexually abused elementary school girls with disability. 

They were selected from four different special schools and centers. Besides, their parents, 

teachers and related others were approached to triangulate and supplement the data. 
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Key informants 

Key informants in this study were selected purposely. Merriam (1988) explained one 

needs to select a sample based on the assumption that one wants to discover, understand, 

and gain in sight from which one can learn the most. Thus, the researcher considered 

those that provide fresh and rich information. In addition, participants also helped in 

suggesting a possible and acrurate candidate for the FGDs. Based on the above 

considerations, the following factors were taken to select girls who were sexually abused. 

<:( The abusive relationship that involve physical contact. 

~ Sexually abused girls with disability who are above 

fifteen and school girls. This is because there is a need 

to understand the overall effects of sexual abuse in 

addition to the accessibility of information that could be 

gained from the parents, teachers and related others of 

these girls to supplement the data. 

<:( Girls who are sexually abused that were identified and 

labeled as mentally retarded, physically handicapped, 

visually and hearing impaired found in centers were 

selected. 

Having considered the above criteria's except in the case of girls with MR, and PD the 

rest of the cases were hardly found. Thus, cases with peculiar features were taken from 

more possible respondents and the reset of the cases were taken from the only available 

respondents. Therefore, case (IA) and case (2AandB) were identified as strange and hard 

to believe since it happened more than ones (repeatedly) (lA) by two different offenders, 

whom the latter found to be a priest and a relative as well. Case (2AandB) caught the 

researcher attention because both the aunt and the daughter who are physically disabled 

abused twice at the same time together by two offenders first and consecutively again by 

three offenders who could not been identified, in a bizarre ways. 
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analyst to generate categories their properties and their interrelations as he tries to 

understand his data (Glaser and strauss, 1 967 as cited in Merriam, 1 988). 

Phrases, vignettes and important quotes were extensively used in the narratives to create 

categories and to develop interest in it is readability. 

3.5. Ethical Consideration 

Since attention should be given for ethical issues in qualitative research, I proposed some 

ethical perspectives before the in-depth interview and FGDs . 

. ::. Above all first the consent of each school and organization where the 

participants were selected, the research objectives were articulated 

verbally to the concerned bodies in order for them to be able to give 

informed consent. 

::. The consent of girls was also orally requested since they have the right to 

decide to participate or not. 

.::. The research objectives were articulated verbally and in written form to 

the parents as well as to the participants of the FGDs after gaining the 

previous consents. 

::. Tape recording was carried out taking into consideration the willingness 

of each participant including all the FGDs. Thus, if requested not to be 

recorded, their wishes were well respected. 

::; Pseudonyms are used for all cases as a protection and respecting their 

privacy from being identified. 

;:-; The name of the organization in which the p31ticipants were selected is 

kept behind closed doors since it found to be so easy to reveal as to who 

they are. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. Case Presentation and Discussion 

This part covers the presentation and analysis of the case histories of the participants in 

the study. 

The purpose of this study is to hear the 'voice of girls' who were sexually abused and to 

understand the sexual abuse followed by it is consequences. 

For this reason, the first section focuses on case narratives of individual independently 

followed by it is discussion to make the report reader friendly. Finally, cross case analysis 

was made with in each case. 

To understand the sexual abuse of girls and it is consequences, analysis was done based 

on a series of themes using the research question as a lead. However, while discussing 

cases information were utilized from the case histories of the parents and FGDs to make a 

compressive analysis . 

Table I: Background information about the four girls 

Nanle Type of Age Grade Parental Condition 
Disability 

Reside with Education 
Fikir MR 16 --- mother 4th 
Filega PD 16 2 · aunt 12 complete 
Desta VI 24 8 orphan illiterate 
Tsenat HI 22 4 father 4th 
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Case Presentation (IA) 

(Fikir) 

Introduction 

Fikir who is labeled as girl with mild mental retardation, is very much religious, 

affectionate, kind-hearted, and easy to talk to. She speaks slowly and uses few but strong 

words to express herself. She has an amazing personality and ability to read peoples 

heart, if they stay enough around to see who she really is. If they do, she can easily find 

out what they are up to. 

Fikir who is 16 looks very old for her age. Her face looks blemish. She always wears a 

long skirt and seat outside the classroom alone in the corridor with only table and chair 

around her. Because she fails to control her bladder, no one is interested to sit around her 

or teach her including with the rest of her classmates. Besides, her mother now and then 

find a way to give her some kind of scars on her neck, legs which are unbearable to see. 

Even though Fikir cannot remember all the specific details of what happened to her, or 

cannot tell it bottom-up, she always holds two persons responsible for what happened to 

her and how she felt about it. 

Before, getting the clear story the meeting went on for two weeks. (Each day for about 

30minutes to one hour) depending on the mood of Fikir and the method the researcher 

used. During those sessions, the researcher used different techniques just to get the best 

out of Fikir. So, drawing pictures and playing with puppets unbelievably helped a great 

deal and marked a great differen ;e showing what was not their in the picture before. 

Though a strong relationship already developed with Fikir, the first day turned out to be a 

strange and odd one. When the researcher and Fikir were chatting about things that were 

of no use as compared to what she has in mind at that time, Fikir stopped the researcher 

and declared she has got some important things to share. And she said let me tell you 

about that "balege ". 

She started as ..... . 
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The first" balege" guy 

He was a person whose house is in front of mine. It is 'equal equal'!!!. He is very old. 

And he has got a very beautiful wife who looks like Saint Mary. He also has a mother 

and a sister. 

Whenever he sees me outside, it is with an evil eye and he stare at me with his big eyes. 

One day when he caught me sun bathing, he came and hit me with a stone in my back. So 

1 hate the fact that 1 see him often and 1 got mad because he was the one who started 

everything. What's more, he looks at me as someone who did bad to him. All I wanted is 

to get him in jail. But 1 know God sees me down and who is bad is he himself not me! 

One day this "balege" came and knocks my door, when I answered the door he asked me 

and took me to his house which was very dark. We were five in one class room in his 

house. (See appendix 4) One of them was my friend. Then, he covered my mouth with 

clothe got me lie down and did "balege" thing. Afterwards, he cleaned my blood with a 

towel. When 1 wanted to scream, he squeezed my mouth so tight. And he did that to all of 

us tum by tum. After that: 

Going nuts 

My head went crazy. Oh, God! 1 am ... woe!!! Woe!!! (h'J. "'1l1:" ~,11 (I} • .e! (I} • .e!) My 

head went wacky 1 have bad headache that tum my head upside down. Now, 1 hate 

everyone in my neighborhood. And 1 do not want to see them especially his mother and 

sister 
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The Second" Chelfit" priest 

I do not like the priest he is just as bad as that balege guy. The reason is they are both 

bad. woe! woe! In Gods name he is a crook. (ro·f.! (J).f.! nllonldl h'II'l· hI> "f}'t\/..~' 

'I:fro'!) One day, the priest took me to his home which was very dark. His house was 

messy; wom out shabby clothes were all over the place. Besides, there found a toilet in 

front of his house. 'equal equal'! So, the house stinks just as much of his armpit does. 

He squeezed my hand so tight and grabbed me to enter into his house. But I did not want 

to get inside the house but then again he begged me to enter. My legs could not move at 

that time. So he hit my back with his umbrella and grabbed my neck and took me inside. 

Then he makes me lie down and got on top of me. After he finished what he did he 

pushed me away. Then, I screamed calling my mam's name but no one came. 

After wards, he begged me not to tell anyone about it. He gave me one birr to retum 

back. His mind is messed up. When I think it over and over again, he has got never

ending issues. When I told my Mam about it, she told me to shut up. Now he comes to 

my house once in a while. 

The blood sucker 

The priest was the one who sucked my blood, my back, my hands and my intestine. I 

went crazy. I just wanted to see him die. My whole body got sick. I told the doctor about 

everything. And he even agreeJ that the guy who did this to me was bad. I spent days in 

the clinic. My entire body got sick. And they told me that I got pregnant. Afterwards, my 

tears started to fall dawn and I cried. 
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Avoiding unavoidable 

What can I do? I just gave everything to God and I told him to hear me. Therefore, I left 

everything because they are balege. Whenever I see the balege guy, I get scared or run 

away and close our door behinj and whenever the priest comes to the house, I will hide 

behind the curtains. Or else will run as if! wanted to wash my hands. 
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Case Presentation (IB) 

(Fikir's Mother-Mulu) 

Introduction 

Wlro Mulu is a 60 year widow who lives in a small compartment neighborhood where 

everybody seems in each other business and throats. The houses are so close to each other 

that it seems the breath of one person can be heard in the next house. She was born in 

Merabete and came to Addis when her brother got sick. Since then she has been raising 

her daughter, grandson and lately her niece. 

After meeting Wlro Mulu and explained the purpose of the study, I asked her willingness 

to share what they went through together with her daughter, immediately agreed upon to 

become part of it. So, after four visit is (which each one took one hour) held in different 

times cross checking with what Firkir already stated. In all the visit is including the 

specific time are held in her house in which the mother favored most. 

Even though, W lro Mulu is open, unreserved and can not get enough talking about what 

already happened, surprisingly always focus only on the first incident and ignore the 

second one unless she is gently pushed to it, just like her daughter does. Besides, 

sometimes it seems that she remembers things that are of less value than things which 

have a significant effect that most people will never ever forget in their entire life even if 

they wanted to. 

So the researcher asked why the first incident is always given due attention and why the 

second is a closed book among other things? So before getting to the unraveled truth, a 

little investigation was done cross checking between a mother and a daughter. 

She began with ......... . 
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A women's intuition 

One day when my daughter came home very late, I sow blood in her legs. So I asked her 
about it and she told me that it was her period. Then, the next day immediately it stopped. 
But I refused to question further till it was late. It seemed I get hold of the wrong end of 
the stick. So after a month I got suspicious because she looked very different than before. 
And from her looks I knew that she was being deflowered. Just to corroborate my instinct 
I took her to the hospital for further check up. And the result conformed that I was after 
all right. Then I requested for further examination but she came clean from everything 
including HIV/AIDS. When the doctor asked her who did it? She said a neighbor, as I 
heard it for the first time. 

I failed to see it 

A man who is over 50 lives in front of our house, as she told me did it in his mother's 
bedroom. Covered her mouth with cloth and cleaned her blood with a towel. And he also 
threatened her not to tell anyone. If she did, he told her that he would kill her. As I heard 
one day, when a neighbor fought with this man because her daughter blamed the man for 
her sickness, no one in the neighborhood helped her including me because we did not 
know what she was talking about but later her daughter revealed that he did that to five of 
them in the same classroom. I really do not know how but she said letting two of them, 
who are very small in his leg and three of them including Fikir in the bed. 

Worthless effort 

So first, I went to Woman's Lawyers Association to report the case as I learned what 
happened but, they told me that the police are the ones who have to deal with this issue. 
So, the next day I went to Fikir School and told them everything. Together with them, we 
went to the police station and explained everything. When they heard about it, they 
promised to give him what he deserves. Thus, the school promised to do everything at 
their power and asked me to leave everything at their hands, since they al ready have a 
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school lawyer there was not a need for me to face everything wide in the open. Or fight 
face to face. But still there is nothing. 

The other way round 

In fact things are the other way round and got a little bit out of hand right now because 
the perpetrator heard about my report. As a result, whenever he sees her or a member of 
our family, he insulted them and threatens them because he c1amed that he saw them in 
his arch- enemy's house. 

Who cares? 

When the neighbors heard a little about it, they told me to shut my mouth up just because 
of one reason with whom that I live with? (hu 'l1 ;JC A:""'lJn6 ~(J)-?) besides, they 
call her by the name of oldie (7i0"J, ']-']-!) to upset her much leave alone helping her out. 

Lightning strikes in the same place twice 

Before I even finished crying and dried out my tears in counting the cost, the second got 
in the way. It was all started when Fikir started to change her behavior around food and 
could not stand the smell of the food in the house. I thought she got sick so I bought her a 
medicine but things got worse and she started to vomit continuously. Bes ides, as the day 
went by her breast got bigger, so I stopped and thought for a second and decided to take 
her to the doctors in hospital. When they examined her she got pregnant. Thus, I begged 
them to do abortion for her. 
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Trouble never comes alone 

After the abortion, we returned home but she could not stop bleeding. Thus, we went 

back again for further check up, I found out that there was a left over in her wombs and 

that they did it quite awfully and irresponsibly. Therefore, for the second time they 

cleaned her womb once again. It took them two days to finish it all over. Since then, she 

bleeds a lot still. Her period has got no pattern at all and it is a lot. It is like unstoppable. 

She even said to me' I bled to death! '(O.e.9u Mlh-!) 

Moreover, she used to be happy but now she gets upset easily and insult people. She sit is 

alone wondering doing nothing. She does not want to work or even clean herself. And if I 

asked her to do it, she thought that it is shameful thing to do. Besides, she gets this 

unhealthy appetite, she sometimes eats a lot or do not want to eat at all. 

During the night, night mares are common and she bed-wet a lot as the result, her clothes, 

shoes and blanket are short lived ones. Because of this, people avoid her than they did 

before. 

Never know who did it 

when I asked her who did this to her, in the beginning she did not want to tell me but later 

she told me that he was a priest and took her from the house to his home. But then again 

she might go on and say someone completely different. So I could not lay a finger at a 

specific person. Thus, I kept quit. Because, I did not know for a fact who, it was and what 

happened. As there might be some consequence for my actions. Instead I left everything 

for God. Because men are brutal! They run over you like a donkey. (ro.e.t\ nut! h'}.e. 

nut (lro- "If. I''''l.rom- <t:fro-!) Generally, I become upset, annoyed and anxious. She 

1V0uld not be in this pos ition if he would not touch her in the first place. I feel so sorry, 

and I regret much about it. 
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Once bitten twice shy 

After these, I strongly advice my daughter always, never to be near or close to guys. If 
they come and try to talk to her, she has to scream because I told her they can infect her 
with HIV/AIDS. Since I found ultimate solution for a pregnancy, I would not worry 
about it now. 

Thanks to the integrated family organization, that helped me financiall y as well as 
morally by giving us counseling serves and also medical examination to my daughter 
well being. 

Discussion 

Perpetrators 

As she identified the first offender who lives in front of her house is a neighbor like she 
describe it as "equal equal", is a man above 50 and married. Since it used to be a neighbor 
who raise and protect other person's children as if the ir own, it was no odd for girls to go 
if asked to . Since Youth with cognitive disabilities may be overly trusting of others and 
easier to trick, bribe or coerce, especially when offered friendship, money or a gift. These 
youth may unknowingly participate in activities that may be exploitative or illegal 
(Abramson and Mastroleo, 2002). This proved that this particular girl is given an offer 
she cannot possibly refuse. Thus, in this first incident, the offender involved her in a 
sexual abuse with the other four girls in a most unthinkable and bizarre ways. He used 
normal and sneaky way of asking the five girls to hi s home for a play or something. 
Hence, who in the world will suspect something hannful will happen to all the five girls 
together? 

After he unbelievably did hi s despicable evil deed', as Fikir mother indicated, he 
threatened to kill her if she breath to a single soul. And of course since he threatened to 
kill her, she just kept it all to herself until when she asked to . 
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As to the second offender, as impossible as it may sound is a priest who comes in her 

home once in a while. Even though Fikir's mother did not want to believe what Fikir told 

her about the priest, her mother found an excuses to burry the truth by saying her 

daughter cannot just stick blaming one person. But after a little investigation done around 

the researcher di scovered as time went by that the priest is not just an offender but also a 

relative in the family as well. Concerning this particular case, Focus group discussants 

also witnessed that most of the offenders of girls with mental retardation are the family 

themselves or some one very near to the fa mil y and people who li ve with them. In 

addition, Baladerian (1991) as cited in Reynolds (1994) her study of people with mental 

retardation and sexual abuse identified as 97 to 99 percent of abusers are person known 

and trusted by the victim. 

As the result, the priest one day as she drew in her painting and also as the mother stated 

took her from her home to his place; grabbed her hand and hit her bac k to get her in the 

bed. Since the offender is a priest especially a relati ve, who might think for a minute 

something creepy will happen otherwise? Besides , the victim already deve loped a strong 

trust over him that she wi ll do almost anything. 

Generall y, as it is in the case of girls with mental retardation, the otTenders are those 

who are well known by the victim. In many cases, girl s with disabilities do not 

experience violence and abusive behavior from strangers, but ti'DlIl the people they know 

and trust (T AASA, 2002). Therefore, parents of girl s with MR fai l to di sclose abuse 

(FGD). 

Vulnerability factors 

Since, most people have incorrect judgment about person with mental retardation 

thinking they do not kllow about anything, wh ich make them an easy target for abuse to 

occur or easy to be taken an advantage off. 
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So, the offender in thi s case thought that the victim may not tell what happened. Even if 

she tells to someone, who in the world is going to believe her? Or count her word for that 

matter? unless something visible happened. Who would to trust and stand up feeling it is 

worth fighting for her? And this is exactly what happened to this particular case. In the 

first case, she has no one who can stand up for her or even support her behind. And as to 

the second case, she lost being credible even in the eyes of her mother. 

What is more, she never got a chance to know what happened to her. She just knows it as 

a "balege" thing only and not as an abusive si tuation wh ich contributed the di sc loser of 

the second one as we ll. Because, girls wi th MR may not realize that sexual abuse is 

abus ive, unusual or illegal. Consequently, they may never tell anyone about sexua lly 

abusive s ituations (i bid). 

Different and un ique vulnerability factor~ were also observed by FGD. Such as the 

inab il ity to disclose or expose abuse. U,;j';JAm'Wu
/ ~,;J·mt·'f1'w") Thinking that these 

girls arc free from HIV/AIDS and the behavior of girl s in keeping a sec ret especiall y if 

they arc told to do so, were things identified as common factors . But they also ident ified. 

Unique f:lctors which is a wise economica l use. The offender in the case of MR girl s may 

do what ever he li kes just by a single candy or ni ce word in tri cking them fo r whatever he 

li kes as compared to other girl s who requ ire lots of things . 

The other most important forgotten truth is the miss ing of sex education in the life of thi s 

girl. Or worse, the incorrect information the school and her mother prov ided her with in 

the name of "sex education" For instance, do not be ncar to man and or scream if man 

tri es to talk to yo u are some of it which hinder a girl to be in the ri ght track. 

Consequences of abuse 

All forms of sexual abuse can be ve ry damaging to the individual no Jl1at ter who. Even if 

she does not rea li ze what sexual abuse is or cannot ex plain about it due to lots of reasons, 

it does not mean that she cannot feel and undergo th is horrible expe rience. Hence, words 

fail her to te ll or descri be what already happened. Whenever she start ed to describe it. she 
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always runs out of words and all her body started to show the deeper pain . As she 

explained how much she went through and suffer,' Oh, God! I am ... woe! Woe!' 71'b 

0'11\_)' Ml (!l'.!"! ro·.!',! Indicates the insufferable pain she has been to which no body 

knows about it. 

Though there were other girls around which can able to show her that she was not the 

onl y one about it made things a little easier to talk about it or even spent time colorin g her 

side with pink to show that it is ok dealing with it or co loring despite her huge pain that is 

also indicated and marked by huge area of !'ed at the other side. Unlike the first one, the 

second which is unbearabl e and caused a lot more severe pain that anyone could ever put 

into words. To begin with, unl ike the tirst offender there is no way that she by herself 

will tell about the priest guy unless she is asked to. Because he for starters happens to be 

a priest whom she respect most since she is so re li gious herself. And second he turns out 

to be one of her re lative as we ll. Thus, she fe lt betrayed and lost trust from the we ll 

known and tru sted re lat ive priest. T herefore, thi s is the reason why she stated that hi s 

mind is messed up which of course there can be no other exp lanat ion as to what he did. 

As a result eve ry time she thinks it over and over aga in she feel s like he has got an 

endl ess issue. 

Second, the priest left her behind a huge pain which last forever. Pregnancy fo llowed by 

abortion that causes her to loose lots·of blood from her body for two continuolls days and 

more made her to state the priest sucked my blood, back, hands and intestine. And finall y 

she said,. 'My ent ire body got sick' the mother also witnessed when she ex plained after 

wards, ' I bled to death !' (nr.?" ~l 4:.t!) im plies, during that time she lost not on ly a lot of 

blood but also had a huge bac k pain that lell her unable to gain contro l of herself. In 

addit ion to her misery that she fclt in her intestinc; a ll her body as a whole also got sick. 

Last, not even in her painting she drew, want s to co lor the second inciden t. When asked 

to, she explained 'if I paint it wi th color, it wi ll not be vi s ible enollgh to see it.' Indicating 

that thi s is another way of showing her pain and making sure that it is visi ble enough to 
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show what he did to her. Besides, she docs not want to spent time co loring what she 
cannot stano to see in the first place or even want to talk about it. 

On the other hand, what is so complicated and hard is the fact that she gets to see the first 
offenders a lot. She said, " ... 1 hate the fact that I see him often and I got mad." which can 
be explained that see ing him onen cause her ange r, pain and suffering not to mention her 
deepest fears that she always goes through. Espec iall y, fears of hi s big evil eyes and the 
way he sees her like she explained someone who did bad to him. Knowing the fact that 
she did not do something harmful to him and she knew she has the right to see him like 
that but not the other way round . 

For instance, one time she stated that when he caught her sun bathing, he hit her with a 
stone in her back. The mother also indicated that 'whenever he sees her, he insult her.' 
Which indicate that he physically as well as verba ll y abuses her whenever he gets a 
chance. Therefore, she also developed hatred for the enti re neighborhood especia ll y to hi s 
mother and hi s sister. As she stated before they are at the side of first offender. Thus, 
whenever she gets to see them she cannot help going crazy which in turn cause her a 
terrible head ac hes. Since sexua l abuse is not just a private thing which affect the victim 
herself, the mothe r also suffer and started to become upset, annoyed and anxious to his 
intimidation to the entire filillil y. As the resu lt the mother compared the man with a 
donkey and genera li zed as ' men arc brutal I They run over you like a donkey.' (m .~./.\ 
~,UY! ~,'},I'. ~,U.l' om· "Iy. \'o'/.mlll· ';:/'m·!) 

She also developed hostil e feelings for both offenders. She stated 'I j ust wa nted to see 
him die.' as in the case of the priest and 'A ll I wanted is to get him in jail' for the balege 
guy. Finney (1992) as ci ted in Rahel (2005) explained that the emotion of hatred as a 
natural and spontaneous feeli ng that grows from actions we find reprehensible and when 
the hurt is unhearahle. 

Gelicra ll y, a ll the words that indicated when she affirmed Woe l Woe! My head we ll! 
wacky, crazy and mad are words indicating her pain and suffering. What is more, she 
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knows the names of the perpetrators but she rather wants to ca ll them with her own sty le 

which indicates their personality, Meaning mentioning thei r name is not worse to show 

who they are instead she refer them as "balege" and "chellit ", 

Besides, the mother concerning the behav ior of her dau ghter added that she is unhappy, 

gets upset easi ly and insult people, She sit is a lone wondering doin g nothi ng and does not 

want to work or even clean herself. In line with thi s, in the stud y of Wolbring ( 1994) 

among sexuall y abused children wi th disability and non di sabled fo und few categories 

which were signilicantly difference appeared to be likely related to disability it iself as to 

the response of abuse, That is children wi th di sability described as havi ng problems with 

neatness among the common aggressive behavior, inappropriate anger poor sense of 

personal safety ni ghtmares, few fri ends, ea tin g disorder.. ,etc are among the indicati ons, 

As the mother also indicates, She has unhealthy appetite wh ich she eats sometimes a lot 

or do not wa nt to eat at a ll. Besides, ni ght mares and bed- wettin g are common th ough she 

has a medical problem of bed wett ing already, nowaday though, it is way more th an 

before and unab le others to be near her. Further, her teachers al so witnessed that she 

become a very quite one than she is before, Whi ch referred as major symptoms of 

behavioral signs as it is exp lained in Reynlds ( 1994), 

More, abortion which was don e irresponsibly that waited for two days, continues 

bleeding, irregular menses w'lich is heavy, head aches, pain are among few of th e 

Gynecological prob lems she experi enced, Bes ides, the blemish skin tone of her face 

which is gett ing worse day by day indicated the pain inside her. Like they say 'the face is 

the reflection of once inside.' General ly, many survivors indicate medica l complaints 

including backaches, skin di so rder and genitourinary prob lems (Willi ams and 

Philadelphia. 2000), 

Even though a ll th e neighborhood is a victim of not just by one g irl w ilh a di sabilit y but 

also four other girls as we ll , fa il to stand up for the on ly otTen del' and even discou raged 

one who tri es to di sclose by say ing 'wilh whol11 are you go ing to I iw wil h?' (h"'n .X; 

t.d·'/'flO(' 'J(IJo'!) They arc not only di scouragi ng the 111 0til er but al so insult the victil11 as 
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well. As it is witnessed in the FGD, when people hear things like this, they wi ll go and 

say, ' For whom God made her so! ' ( ,~:7(1" f'-'j'·'}! 7,·711.~,·O(h,C ','}.<l.U yt.;J,i·'}) 

Rather than being cooperative lor a change. 

Other than people's tease, insult or smack, who in the first place wil l give attention to 

these girls? Even if people witnessed a girl forcefully taken by, they wil l not stop it 

because tirst they may never suspect a thing like this could happen to a girl with MR. 

And second ly they fear thi s girl even to be near with hence some even praise the offender 

who happens to be with her. 'A blessed person!" Besides, the lacks of being competent 

and credi ble as a witness in coun are additional re-victimization (FGD). 

Even though, school is her favorite place, because she fai ls to control her bladder, she is 

just not part of the education rather part of the school compound. In addition, it require 

expense to facilitate or change things around starting Ii'om few clothes of hers or shoe, 

blankets etc to a morc sophisticated professional s help. The mother indicated is tired otT 

buying clothes shoes andlor blankets . And if things continue like this , there is a great 

probability th at she will qui te school and be dependent and unproducti ve. 

Coping strategies 

Since she convinced herself that she can do no single thing about it, or nobody hears her 

pain she engaged herself in religious activities as a way of ultimate so lut ion to cope up 

with her problems. So, that is why she stated .... ·1 told him to hear me'. O ne time she even 

told the researcher that today is Saint Gabriel, so I told him eve rythi ng and things wi ll be 

ok. 

For a period of time she tries so hard not to see the two offenders. But it is entirely 

impossible. As the result, she developed different mechanisms tor both. i"or the tirs t one 

she lined it ultil11ate to run or c lose her doors behind since he on ly sees her outside . And 

tGr the second, whenever he cOl11es to the house, whic h she cannot SlOp. she will hide 

behind thc curtains not to see him or wi ll find an excuse to wash her handsj ust to get out 

of' thc roolll thai he i, in . 



Case presentation (2A) 

(Filcga) 

Introduction 

Filega is a girl with physical di sability who li ves with her aunt. She onl y has a problem 

with one leg ( monoplegic). She is 16 and very intelligent and al so very smart. Though 

she stal1ed schoo l very late. she was very good at it. 

She is so sharp for her age that an ything she sa id did not seem to come out from he r 

mouth. Usuall y, she is quite and does not want to talk much. She rather wants to kee p 

locked up inside. She usually wears long dresses and adores jewelers. She has her own 

style and her personality. Moreover, everyo ne arou nd her knows that she gives highest 

priority and preference for her educat ion. 

Even if she questioned the use of the studying this unspeakable experi ence, as she sow 

her aunt be ing part of it first, 'atter agreed upon to tell what was unspeakable . But was 

uncomfol1able be ing tape recorded, therefore, the resea rcher respected her wish which 

went on fo r a wce~. (A holll an hom each) 

She stan cd with ............ . 

I came ti'om a rural place which is very far from here aiming at to be educated and to 

have a better life just like all the other wishes for. But in the beginning my reason was 

j ust to get away Ii'om the place I li ve beca use the people around me have complete ly 

negat ive atti tude about di sability, And especia ll y if you are a gi rl with disab il ity, they will 

not bother to send you to schoo l. Even though I can to lerate be ing unable to go to school , 

one thing that I coul d not stand and al most was sick ancl ti red of was their insults. 

Then my aun t who li ves in Addis heard about it and she asked me to came and stay with 

her. So, I thought if anybody can understand the kind of life I went through, and then 
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there can be nobod y el se but her. Finally, I decided to come down to one thing I a lways 
wanted, and that was a wish to go to school. Thus, everything was finc and I even stood 
2nd and 3rd from my class till unspeakable incidents got me, my aunt and our maid a ll 
the three of us. 

Fate wurse than death 

It was one unlucky, unspeakable rainy night where fa it h seemed to c lose it is door at us 
just like the res t of o ur neighbors did . S ince, the ke bele ruin ed our house because o f 
illegal built; we left with a ground w ith nothing on except an empty space. My aunt 
together with myse lf that night asked around th e neighbors to spend the night at their 
house, but it seemed that no body is willing even if we tried about four ho uses fi nally got 
unlucky. Hence, we had no choice but to spend the night in a ruined house. Thus, a ll fi ve 
of us that day we left wi th a house with no roofs or wal ls e ither. We were s imply got 
nothing except a hard plastic that served us a roof and a blankct as a wall lied dow n at 
each others side. 

Warning beIis began to rang 

All of a sudden , as I wake up and opened my eyes, two men where in fi-o nt o f us saying 
things that brought me baek here. I could not think straight but they continucd to insult 
us. I got scared and te rri lied as my heart st a rted to bea t fast. But they took wha t they 
wanted and just left. I could not eve n properly look at who the y are because I was so 
nervous. Anyway it IVas passed until the second one s tarted . 

The next day, thi ngs got worse and we were forced to stay in the same place except fo r 
two little girl s who III Illy aunt begged the neighbors again fo r a p lace fina ll y got luck y 
that day for on ly two. So, they spent th e ni ght there but conce rnin g us th ere was nothin g 
that could be cione because we we re fl at broke. Therefore, I including my aunt and ou r 
maid had no choice but to stay ill th e same place that we were bd'ore. 



That night, though we could not s leep just laid our body being close to each other. It was 

around the same time that we got robbed , came again two guys. This time they were not 

atier our money or the material we own but they were aner us. 

Bad is never good until worse happens 

As one of them approached and uncover us with insult, s lap my aunt who was about to 

shout, then he put garbage in her mouth and tightly grabbed her as th e other one tried to 

hold me, the lirst one turned to his fri end telling him that I could not run and that he 

should seize the maid who was about to run off. And he caught her before she even tried . 

Then, what is left to say, both of them raped us exchanging with each other and I for a 

moment thought I was dreaming and things happened in the blink or an eye. My mind 

stopped workin g. Rut latter I was unconscious. 

I guess alier hours, I gained back my coconsciousness but what cou ld be worse than thi s? 

I hated myself and I felt like I lost myself. So, I could not care less whatever happened 

afterwards because I thought nothing co uld get worse than thi s. 

T omorrow is not another day but anther dreadfuinightmarc. 

If I known what tomorrow hold, I guess I would not be sayll1g what I said earlier. 

Though things are bad enollgh as it was , in my wildest dream, I never thought they could 

get worse like thi s or leti me speechless. 

But things got even dramatic the next night as we still stayed the re further wi th no 

solution and help around LI S. Then th ey came adding the ir nllmbers by o ne and. I could 

not tell whether they are the same person or not who came by the other ni ght. Quickly 

they grabbed us and did what they were alier. Not onl y was just th ey raped us but it was 

also a gang rape . What is more to say? 
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Later, I definitel y be lieved we all are infected wi th HI V/AIDS . So, that was the end of 

everything to me. All my dreams and hopes passed by me when I got just a little chance. 

And now I quit school because there is no reason fo r it. It is much bett er if I was in a 

place where I was before. Since what happened was unbea rabl e. 

Getting a blood out from a stolle 

Oh! How can men get crueler than thi s? Whenever I try to forget , that thi s ever happen cd 

to me, or tri es to forget about it , it keeps on chasi ng me! So now I decided to go back and 

perhaps be wi th my fami ly and get change aner all. The bottom line is even if J tried to 

put it at thc back ormy mind, it seems imposs ib le to forget it because it keeps on hunting 

me! 

Case presentation (28) 

(Birtu--Filega 's a unt) 

Introduction 

Birtu is al so a woman wit h physical di sabilit y. She is a very ki nd , giving and strong 

woman . She fini shed her school yea rs work ing as a maid. So it too k her quite long time 

to be where she is now and passed rea ll y tough times. She has two cert ificates in basic 

applieMion in computcr and cntering 

Now, she is not just hard worker but also turned to be work provider fo r others as we ll. 

She is taking care of and giv ing shelter fo r four girl s including a girl with mental 

retardati on and ph ysica ll y handicapped and hearing impai red ones under hcr roof. 

She always we lcomes everyone wi th an open arm . So, it was not di ffic ult to get what is 

going inside her head. Besides, she wants to te ll the whole world about her story even if 

she gets emotional ly upset once in a while . The sess ion went on fOll r six days taking a 

tota l of five hours. The tirst day was so di fficu lt that she could not help crying thus, the 

researchcr postponed it to oth L" ti me when she felt much comfortable and ready. 



As she starteo ti'om the sc ratch and went on. 

It sta rted all with one worthless bui lding that was intended to be a bake ry house. So, 

when the construction workers built the house, they made the house a little bigger than it 

was supposed to be. So, I have no choi ce but to make the roof a lill ie bit higher. As a 

result, the kebele came by and told me what I did was ill egal. At that time, I guess it 

s lipped my mind to realize what was going wrong. Therefore, one day th ey came again 

and ruined my house to the ground. It was a complete di sas ter that len us in the middle of 

nowhere. 

No matter how things get bad it will get worse 

Therefore, we all were forced to spend the night in a house with no roo fs or walls. It was 

in July closer to mid night was raining so enormous ly that we had to lie down und er the 

tidling rain; cove red up ourselves w ith a plastic that was give n us by person who li ves 

near by . Round mid night , with a hea vy rain felling down, we we re almost about to 

Jioeeze. when 1\0\-'0 men approach us saying: 

Crocodile tears 

A: Oh! Our mother's we fClt so rry for you l 

B: Please do not you have a s ister? I literal ly begged them as they go t close r. What do 

yo u want please? Do not yo u just have a heart seei ng us la y down like this? 

A: Shut up ! You crippled! Be wit h us to get rid off your fool ishness and deatiless and 

whatever! 

B: please l 

A: You cri pp le I (,00 Illaoe vou like this knowing you r s in . 
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The insults that madc mc hate myse lf and bend my head down were irres istible. But 

thank God they finall y left taking a huge bag with 300 birr in it and the 7 cooking trays 

that were in thc bakery house. 

So, the next day I went to report the stolen material bu t I did not tind anybody because 

they told me that they were in a meeting and it seemed imposs ible to get them. Hence I 

run baek home feding so hopeless and so di scouraged. 

That night, I sent the two little girl s at neighbor's house to spend the night because there 

was nobody who could be willing to let us all spent the night. Hence, the rest of us were 

fo rced to stay in that cmpty house with no roof above us again lor the second ti me. 

Unexpected visi tors 

Since, we could not sleep at a hotel or somewhere else with no money, the three of us 

ended up lyi ng side by side holding to each other. I did not ent irely suspect that they wil l 

come back again. But they did . And thi s time they were not onl y for the things that we 

owned but they were also aticr us. I could not tell whether they are the same person who 

callle the other night or other person tbi s tillLe. 

One of them said, as he approached us we just wanted to sleep' We are immigrants and 

di splaced just like yo u. Then he uncovered us . When I wanted to run , he hit me and I 

fo und myse lf lying on the ground fl at out on my face. When the maid tri ed to escape, he 

also got her to the ground. She just hit the deck. As I tried hard and wanted to scream he 

put dirt in my mouth and took hold of Fil ega on hi s other hand. We just could not escape 

them at all. Hence, I and Filega fa ll under the hands of the guy who hold us and raped us 

together while the other one was do ing the same thing with the maid . Tha t was when 

proved a womenfs weak spot. 
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No Illall limps because another is hn rt 

After everything happened we screamed aga in and on ly two people came and asked us 

about it. Then they said that we should report. But what was worse was seei ng us in a 

position like that ; did not even a lTer us to spend the night in their house even after what 

happened. And the neighbors who heard about it sa id that we fe lt sorry, and some even 

said, 'For a girl who is good for nothing! What else can she poss ibly be?' (~d,~.OJ· ~,II''} 

I,!):} om· 'flO"'! hl!.t) (}.I\ y"'} ftC'/, 'Il/)' l'v'I, .... i- '?j 

As soon as the day comes, I went to Women's Lawyer Association for he lp but then aga in 

what is new? So I came feeling so rry for us. And yes again we hold on to our empt y 

house. I guess things never cease to amaze me because for the th ird time they came down 

on us for three and raped us again one afte r the other. Onl y th is ti mc wh ich I cou ld not 

even though abou t or say much about it. It left me speechless . 

If I wc rc not ~ physica ll y handicappcd pers(,n , I perhaps cou ld grab one of them or could 

just run o n~ He might not catch me. I relt so sad and so deep. That was l'or the lirst time 

when I kit about Ill y d isabili ty. 

Unsolved mystery, 

I gucss they cou ld be around 35 and 40 yea rs of age. From thc way they insu lt us and 

their attitude, I guess they rea ll y new us we ll even though none of us we re una ble to 

recognize th em. 

It is frightflliliot to live 

Even though all of us ",ere be ing deflowered Filega was rea ll y unconsci ous lor hours and 

things were reall y beyo nd he r age and st:·clIgth . So. I doubted that she became ok. 

Afierwards. I defi nitel y though we were infected with HIV/AIDS. Therefore. I could not 

think strai ght for six month till I took the bloon tes!. rlecause I beli evc death is waitinu. 



And Filega quit her school bechLise she lost the meaning of li fe and leavi ng. She used to 

cry olien, became very quite, lost her appetite and face sleeping problems and night 

mares were common like 't hey are coming!' She ju st ga ve up completel y. She ask cd these 

two questions :lnCr the y raped li S . "J-Vhn (Ire \1'«) Aurl 11'I1(1f is ill1'i,h 11</ " 

I stayed conv incing myse lf that I have HIV viru s in my blood. So, I did not question 

when my menses stopped and hence did not realize that I go t pregnant. Because, I heard 

people say "I f yo u have HIV virus in yo ur blood, yo u will not menst ruate." Alier fou r 

month though, I di scovered that I got pregnant. Things got worse. When I shard thi s with 

my best friend, she convinced and forced me to ha ve a bl ood test. So I went for the first 

time aner s ix months. Though unexpec tedl y, I came ou t free. Hence, the next day I took 

Fi lega as well and the result wc rc thc same. For us that was the beginning of life aft cr 

death . 

Things arc not as they seem in the TV 

The day ancr they raped us, I we nt to Womcn's L.awye rs Association by begging 

someonc to pay for my transportati on. At that timc I could not even afford a penny but I 

did not give up and I we nt there olien. The point is though things are not like yo u sec in 

theTV . 

Even now, we do not ha vc any protection. Still they came to our house and knock in the 

middlc of night , besides they threatened us. One day when two friend s passed by my 

house. one of them sa id to the other, "Do not go near her house l " And the other said 

"leave her alonc! She onl y Icf1 with onc leg and I wi ll lIn ish the other, scratch her eyes 

out and paint her l " When I heard that, I j ust cri ed and went to tell the poli ce; li·ol11 the 

way they spoke I thought that tlley l11ight be the one who did that to LI S. But the police 

said that, what I said cannot be taken as cv idence unless I got beaten and bl ced . Ailc r that 

I iGst the Ill t'allillg III go lhere. 



One thing I want to say is, it's not the disability it itse lf that affects us but it's the sex ual 

abuse that can make us di sabled . And it is not my di sability that makes mc loss hope but 

rather the incident that took a\\'ay all my entire strength . 

Discllssion 

Perpetrators 

These offenders though could not be identified by the vict im s because of the dii'li cu lties 

of the ci rcumstances aro und like, fear, the darkness, the pouring rain and other issues 

make the victims unable to recognize thc offenders who came not just Once but threes 

consecutively. What is more, the victims did not even get a chance to identi f"y who 

robbed them nrst or who abused them twice . Or worse the victims could not tell whether 

they we re the same offenders or not who came by all those times. 

But one thing is for sure that the offenders had a good idl,a about who their victims were. 

As the aunt suspected that the of Tenders might be someone who knows thcm we ll enough 

to insult them like the way they did by picking up their di sability. And from the sound of 

rlleir voice the aunt added that they could he a person around Yi -411 ngc' 

The offenders in this particular case happened to usc what the circumstance provided 

them with. The adva ntage and sui tab le cond ition lil vorcd the o l'fCnders to make cvcn 

more repcated victi mization in the victill1 's own housc in a most horrible and unspeakable 

ways that anybody wi ll fail to describe it. Which indicates that since most of the 

om.'nders of girls with PD arc wholl1 very near or knows by thc ofTcnder al1l105t all 

incident s happen in their own house (F(~ /)). 

Sinee the offende rs proved already that their vict ims brought noth ing twice, they 

convinced thcmselves that it wou ld not hurt tryi ng one 1I10re timc by in viting a friend 

over. Besides, tlte offenders' .Iot just sex uall y abuse the victims and used the situation 

around but also ve rball y abused and destroyed the victill1 s' se ll ~esteell1 till they te lt it in 

their bones and the physical attack also ca uscs hurt and injury to thcir body. 



Vulnerability Factors 

Persons with physical di sabil ities may be less able to defend themse lves or escape 

abusive situations. As she explained, 'If I were not perhaps a girl with physical di sabi lity. 

I might get the opportunity to run off just like the offend er said.' bes ides, the aunt al so 

added that if she were not also phys ically handicapped, she could perhaps get a chance to 

grab one or run olr. Which implies that their di sability contribute to mistreatment and 

repeated abuse . Plus it happened to be the major fea ture which hindered them li'0111 using 

the alternatives around. Thus, girls with PO are at ri sk for sexual abuse through no fault 

of their own because they may be less able to defend themselves physical ly (TAASA. 

20()2 ). 

Though the disability in this particular case d id not cause abuse by it i scll~ it contributed 

for repeated victimization tll occur other than having the environment that lilvored abuse 

contributed significa ntly in thi s sit uation. Having to live in broken homes. institution, 

residences and hospi ta ls ... cte can be factors that contribute vio lence to occur (Dav is and 

Framz .. 2005: Renooy. 2002: Itdesias . 1<)<)8). 

Besides, the negati ve attitudes in society about disab ility make it 1110re likel y tlwt girls 

wi th PH will experience abuse. Most of the society think that this kid of incident will not 

concel'll girls with PH hcnee te,lching about sex ual issues seems worthless. In addit ion. 

si nce the soc iet y common ly believed that these girls will not invo lve in sex ual acti viti es. 

the ofJ'ender lise them as a saCer ultimatulIl in choosing t() attack them (FCiD). 

Consequences of abuse 

Even long bcfore the sexua l abuse happened. she is the kind of girl who already suffered 

rrol11 verbal atlacks that caused her ellough slI lh:ring. hellce, once when the fi rst incident 

happened as she stated she hated herself and she also indicated thm it leli her to be 

hopeless and torn her apart which made her say shc could not care Icss for what e\'e r 

happed al'tcrwartls h":Ci.llIsc. SilL' tru sted tllL'rL' could he nothillg worse than what alread y 



happened to hcr. But things happened far beyond the reality as the second one stepped in 

the way for the second time when she statcd ... .' len me speech less'. Which implies 

insufferable pain and hcart aci,e that anyone could ever bare to li ve with. So, she started 

to ask thi s questions as the aunt indicated 'who are we? And what is with us?' whieh 

indicates that she is blaming herself and hates the I:let of being a girl who is disabled. 

Because why such overlapping ineidel11 and hurt can possibly happen to the same person 

over and over again unless the problem lies with her; were questions that she needed an 

answer for. Thereforc, it is no odd for a girl who experience abuse may feel self hatred 

(Abramson and MastroJco .2002: J)a vis.20()() ), 

She also developed hatred for man when she stated' Oh l How can men get crueler than 

this?' and be this vindictive beings and lost tile sense of humanity. She generally al so 

hates the neighbors who could have given their little hands to make things a lot different 

when they had a chance but instead as she st:lled closed their doors just like fate docs. 

Thus, she felt discouraging a Il'l quite school because as she explained she did not see the 

reason aner all what happened. Which alsu indicate her hopelessness and giving up on 

almost evcrything except gelling r~ady to die. But knowi ng onesell' to di e is not 

something casy thus she was always tilled with fears and worries. The aunt also stated 

that she could not think straight until 1'01' six month which also ind ica te undergo a time of 

depression. Consequently, it also resulted in a behavioral changes wil en she olien cry, 

became a quite one, losing her appetite and face s leeping problems and night mares like 

1they are coming!' V/crc hCCOlllillt! a habit as till.? aUllt slresseJ. 

Besides, she also expericnced the common gynccological problems like bleeding a lot, 

pain in the genital area and tearing as well. Morcover, s ince both Iwrc the victillls of 

unspeakable incident, they lost their virginity. Besides, the aulll also faced with unwallied 

pregnancy which she happcns to know so late. Till that time she thought and followed the 

myth "If yo u are HI V positive. you wil l nlltmenstruate. " thought she is educated enough 

to know how H IV / A I DS diners from the III vth what she we nt through and her heart ache 

hind~rcd her froll1 the re:llit y s h~ :llreadv knc\\' . 
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Generally, the sexua l abuse causes pregnancy, brui ses, lace rat ions and ot her physical 

abusc. Headaches, and problems with sleeping, include low se ll~es t ee l11 , shame and gui lt. 

irrational fear, depress ion and loss of trust. Behavioral dinieulti es include wi thdrawal. as 

well as noncomplial11, aggress ive, se lf-injurious and sexually inappropriate behavior 

(Sobsey, 1994 as ci ted ill Davi s, 2005). 

On the other side. as the aunt indicated 'For a girl who is good for nothing' What else can 

she possi bl y be?' ( },'} ,~, (Il' {,Ii " } },(I,'} om· '(1IH h ll.U (VI 9"'} (,CI. 'Ii])' l'o'I.":{·?) 

we re among few things soc iety holds on. Further, a girl with phys ica l disab ility tilils to 

gel one who stands up fo r her starting from her family, neighbors generall y to the whole 

society. You rathe r keep qu ite than tell ing others abo ut the abuse and prais ing God for 

him to be ncar wi th her arc common jargons from the general soc iety other than the 

soc ial crisis whe re a mother thi s days fea rs to leave her daughter to he r own f;ll her 

becoming marc common now. Which people stopped to fea r God, weak ncss of thc kgal 

system and it is puni shment , inappropriate media prese ntati on where it can opened the 

door for other to fo llow in the offender footsteps. lack of' sex education, resea rch and 

di sclos ur~ arc lIl orc cOllllllon efTcets. Generall y the truth is dying silent ly ( }.I"I"' I, 'If?" 

'1 m ·) (1'(, [)) 

Further, Myers (2005) ind icating the im pacts society holds quoted , "There is an asexual , 

dependent, pass ive stereotype of wO lll en with phys ica l disabilities that, in lIlany ways, 

may li e more at the root of the vulnerabilit y to sexual abuse faced by th is population th an 

the di s~b ilit y it itse lf. " 

Copill<J stra teaies 
"' '" 

The scar of abuse stays with the vic tim fo r li fe time. But in order to deal with it, she first 

engaging herself in the housc' work till she "'c'aI'S out. ll ut finally she rcalil.l,d that it lVas 

not wo rk ing after al l. Hence, she decided to go bac k to her hOllle tow n and forge t thi s 

ever happcns. No matter where she goes, one thing is sure as she Slated,' it secllls 

illlpnssihk to forgd it h..:causL' it kL't.:PS Ull hUlllillg Jlll:.'~ ' 
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ense pl'esentation (3) 

(Desta) 

Introduction 

Dcsta who is 24 now is cheerfulness happ y girl with visua l im pairment. She loves 10 

laugh and have a good time in every minute . It is not difficult to be around her because 

she is the kind or personll'ho lives Ii Ii: as irthe rc is no to morrow. 

Naturall y she is unrese rved to share or ex plain her sto ry add ing once in a whi le a little 

humor to it. But as she gets cleeper and deeper and thought abo ut that painful scar, her 

i: leia l express ion and body language say it all. But once agai n. she gn tt he abil it y to knack 

herse lf out or it. 

Her pments clkd when she is liltle and she was the only child lo r her parents except her 

nnl y aunt wi th II'hnm she has no good relati onsh ip with. She used to live in Gonder with 

the help 01' miss ionaries before she came to Add is. The interview we nt on lor lour da ys. 

rnking a tOT:1 1 ("'If fOIl!' hours. 

As she starred on from when it happened ...... · 

It happencdlVhen I was 15 . At that time I was in grade eight learning in boarding schoo l. 

Since it was the school poli cy lor the summer to send students back to the ir I)unilies, I 

had no ('hoic~ hut t~) \'isi l my o. Iy aU l1t \\ 'ho lives in Tigray. 

T it " Ncrve- raddng eX Jl e r ien ee 

11 happened in 19')3 one creepy day on m)' wa y to Tigray. That cl ay the nann y ti'om the 

boarding sehnol accompanied me to the bus station and plcd . lwgged the llIan IVlhl sat 

dowll next In 11le 1\1 watch (n"Ll" Il1L', Sn Ill' ~;i\'C' her hi . ..; \\"(wd In f!.L I Ilk' thL' I"I ... ' '''ald), . 



Since he was a stranger who sa t down nex t to me on the bus, I do not eve n know his 

nalile but he sounded likc a middle aged and a dawn to canh person. But unfortunately, 

thc bus we nt broken when wc were almost close to Zarema, the nearest town. Therel'ore, 

they told us to walk and finish till the bus was fixed for the next morning. So we had to 

wa lk to gd Il) Zart.:Jlla. 

As we went a long, the place seemed like a fo rest, there were huge trees and bushes that 

gave me scratched in Ill y body, When we passed through, I got susp icious and fcarl 'u l. So. 

I staned to questi on were the rest ol'thc peoples was, he repl ied that the rest orthc people 

did not know the town as he does and that the road was a shon cut. But he deliberately 

shilled Ille to the other side or the worl d and l'orced Ille to give Ill yse ll' to hilll but as I 

strugg led \0 sav..: myse lf and wHllted to scratch his t~lCC wit h my nails Ill' gO! me lie d11Wll 

and leli me hopeless when I fell in to hi s Iwnds. 

A lert over for hyenas 

I wallted to screalll but I could not. Because he tore his shi rt off and put it inside Illy 

Illouth. Alkr he did what he wished-for, he left Ille lying in the middle or no where. I 

spen t there for two days unconsc iously in the Illiddle of nowhere. I was about to die whcn 

the guards who protect the l'orest fou nd Ill e. They even got surpri sed to see Ille alive and 

wi thout being eaten by animals in that l'or~sl. I remember 11O\·V that I felt as if I was 

dreaming baek then when I heard the voice or hye nas in the l'oresl. Unb~ li evably the 

guards rescued mc and took mc to thc hosp it :iI. 

Disease or Ihl' soul lire more dangerolls lind nnmerous 

Even if J use to be a good student in my class, aher the inciden t, I did not carl' about it at 

all. When male teachers entered in the <:lass, I on the other side had to go 0111. As a reslllt , 

I quit school s because it was impossible to learn only by femal e teac hers. So I cou ld not 

stand the thought or Ical'llillg by them. COl1sequclltly, I had this end less haltered lor male . 

I \vHllied LO kill them all wilh poisun. I us\..,d to S~~ lhL'm as ilIonsters \\ illl a big hum. iVly 
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behavior went we ird. After that incident for a year I completely shut out man from my 

life and closed the door behind. What was more, I could not stand to hear their vo ice even 

and if I did hear it . I for sure wou ld sc ream saying thcy came to cat Ille or should covcr 

up Illy ears with my hands otherwise . And it gets worse during the night. These monsters 

an: coming to eUl lll ~! Men are coming destroy my lif~! Wert: things nothing new Ii)!" me. 

This incident generally gave me hard time trusting others. No matter who they are male 

or female, good or bad. It leli me not to become soc ial ize. Especi all y with males, as the 

result I did not have a desire to wo rk wi th thcm. Because it secms likc thcy are in the 

same box. How could I differentiate the good from the bad when the bad ones are those 

who sct: ll1 t:d so good in the beginning? 

In addition, sincc I was filiecn yea rs old during that time. I had appetite and weight loss 

bes ides the Ibsh backs. In addi tion, I also have gynecological probkms like bleed ing. 

etches and whe never I answered the nature calls. I al so bleed. My wOlll b was eve torn. It 

took me lots ()r~xalllinntions and ages to gel me where I am now, It is COllllll css . 

Discovering the nnexpected 

After one year, when I was asked by a man fo r a hand in marriage, I decided to take 

blood test for HIV/AIDS. During that timc, I was not fearful or dou bting an ything nor did 

I havc sufli ce knowledge about HIV/AIDS but on the contrn ry I was happy to go the re. 

So Ill y boyfricnd agreed upon thc issuc and wc went to take the les!. 

On the next day, the doctors told me that I am pos iti ve but I did not have a clue what they 

were talki ng about. So, finally the doctors made it crys tal clear that I ha ve I-II V/AIDS in 

my blood. As I he<lrd it right <lnd clem'. I lainted. Then I gave up my dreams in life 

because I never thought that it wou ld be possible to get married and have kids or evcn 

could have the normal life to lead. iVJy whok worl d just got shuttered. Hope was the last 

thing that crosscs my mind . 
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Not Until I joined and sow people in an organization that I reali zed things are poss ible for 
a p!..:rsoll ill my situatioll alld 11m I' thL' lilL' tllat I \\·i.Illlt..,d Sll bad ror so lung. 

You can not lic to yo urself 

I f I think about what happened to me I got hurt. Because, sexual abuse is like inhuman 
thing feels li ke sort or an animal world to me. Even now it does not mean that I do not 
think about it or I would be lying if I said that everything was washed away but to the 
contrary I get this si nKin g and frustrating reeling somctimcs. 

Vulncrability racturs 

Being disabled and being female, two signiticant ellects had also signiticant impact. If I 
,.vere !lot H gi rl ,·vit h \ 'islIui impairment. things perhaps wou ld hu ve heen dilTerL."Ilt. 

If a girl with visual impairment goes to report the incident to the po li ce. most of the tillle 
it docs not make sense . They just ignore the !>let that we arc part or the society. Lea ve 
alone thi s, I reillember when one person asked Ille to be hi s girl ti-i end but I to ld him that I 
could not be the one because I have HIV / AI[)S. He wound not just li sten but refused 
and threatened to kill me which made my life a li ving he ll. Thcrciore, when i went to 
report the case, to Illy surpri se the pol icc said "A girl like you7 " O'FI:lI" ·(lr~ / ·" ('I.l.C(I ! 
Genera lly, except those ofiices work ing around di sability areas the rest sees you as 
somet hin g dirl'crent. S(), I cal) say n)()rc than HI V/AIDS ()ur di sabil ilY av()ids l". 

Some thought that person with disabilities arc fi'ee from HIViAIDS or STDs. Since most 
or person with disabilities are econol11ically dependent. perpetrators also use that 
advantage. In other hand, Peoples witnessed 1110st of the time that the perpetrator goes 
unpunished. so others hcc()l11c a dare evi les t towarcis sc:\ual ahuse. 



If sex education was taught at school, I might have clues or awareness in how to protect 

myself. But instead what the school generally thought us was not to become friends with 

males and still is the iss ue. 

To cope up with the pain 

I used to listen to slow music except love songs that says "My love" Ul '~"" I"b!) But 

songs which talked about mothers and countries were my favorite ones. I also read 

history books and a Bible to calm me down. But latter as I learned that these things could 

not suffice my need, I decideu to get professional help. Even though, I face difficulties 

dealing with a male counselor in the beginning, it helped me pass trough that hatred. to 

become socialized once again and get my life back. 

RClison to ask help or just seek help 

The question that stacked in my mind for how long wi ll I stay hiding behind that close 

door was the beginning to seek help. And second , it was because of Ill y education. Since I 

could not learn everything by female teachers with feillale students around, I needed an 

adjustment. Because I am the only child for my parents, [ would love the idea of having a 

family of my own. To get marri ed and have babies . So, to have all these I had an idea of 

getti ng ride otT what was staked in my mind and my heart first. 

Last but not least, it was a hunger to restore my social life back'encouraged me to seek 

help. 

Discussion 

Vulnerability factors 

There are many factors that contributed for the sexual abuse of gi rl s wi th visual 

impai rment. Person who are blind o r have low vis ion may not be fully aware of their 

surroundin gs , especially on public transportati on or within the commun ity. Thi s can 

make thcm vu lnerable to exploitation by o thers (Abra mson and lItIastroleo. 2002). T hi s 

sta tement compl etely provcs the story above when she confirmed that shc would not have 

becn in tha t sit uati on if it were not li)l' her in;rbility to see. And that is why she stated if I 

we re nor a !,'iri w ith visll~rl imp:rirlllent: rlrings 1'"I'h:1I''' \I'ollid have heen different. 1\1',[11. 
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(2003) also proved that the major cause for the sex ual abuse of bl ind women is the ir 

blindness it itsd r and trust dependence upon perpet rator. 

8esides, a double burden that can leave anybody with no choi ce except acce pting the 

facts o f a weakness of a girl and being di sabled al so contributed a great deal as she 

further noted. she added the thought of some which hold the view thm girl s with visual 

impairment being free from AIDS or STD's are the ones that cannot be fo rgott en which 

place girls at even a higher ri sk in thi s days. In line with thi s, in the FGD di scuss ion , they 

supported that having sex with a girl who is disabled is considered to be a safe way to 

have sex. Ilcsides. they 1llrther quoted what they hea rd as: 

«/,k :1:. !,,({. if ~':{J'Y" 11(/""'11'1' 
!J),',/.) ,/-,'f·/-;;: . "r: 1'/11/11111') ) 

More over, concerning the three protecti ve rul es of A IDS, when it comes to women with 

di sability, the three protection rules reaches up to four starting from abstinent, safe sex, 

onc to one and having sex with pcrson with di sabilit y. Not onl y in Ethiopia , in Wcs t 

African as well , having sex wi th a girl who has a di sabilit y bel ieved to be a cure for 

HIV/AIDS. Because they assumed that AIDS is a punishment from God and hence, God 

do not want to puni sh th is peopl es because he already once did. 

Simila rl y, trust and dependence upon perpetrator and lack of sex educat ion , not kn owing 

a place, economical dependency and lack of Sex educa ti on were idcnti lied in the FGD as 

a plus situation ttlr ~hu se of gir ls \\'ith visual impairment. 

Perpetrators 

The offender in thi s specific situation tends to pick a victim who he thinks is more 

vulnerable and so easy to be taken adva ntage ofT. Since she was a stranger fo r that 

particular place and could not sec what was go ing on arollnd her, hi s vicious dceds in thi s 

case made him I\)rgct his h llm ~ n it), when he Idi her to die. 
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Since s he could n ot read 0 r see h is facial expressions 0 r body language; he presented 

himself as very polite and totally nice person. The way he talks or sounds, appeared to be 

a gentleman that helped him tog ain her total trust. Besides, there i s n o 0 ffender who 

presents himself as someone scary or intimidating in the beginning except using all his 

power and energy into tricking hi s victims into wining trust. Thus, her inability to read 

facial expression and body lang:lage, difficulty to escape, Unable to defend and difficulty 

in visual identification of the perpetrator facilitate things a lot easier (Aryal, 2003). 

Though the offender in this case was a total stranger who took advantage of the 

circumstances around, the fellow visual-impaired males most of the time found to be the 

one who abuse girls with visual impairment as it is indicated in FGD. In addition, Studies 

also supported that visually impaired women are equally vulnerable to sexual abuse from 

blind men. Further, other point stressed in FGD that economical issues also place girls 

with visual impairment victims ofrich person. 

Consequences of Abuse 

It is obvious that women with visual impairment already suffer from low self esteem due 

to their disability. In this situPtion, they face double psychological effects after being 

victim of sexual abuse. And this sexual abuse warrants greater psychological impacts 

upon them. The social perception upon them is very negative. They are even more pitied 

for their troubles. Their education is disturbed. Their low possibility of getting married is 

further minimized after being victimized (Aryal, 2003). 

Even if the effect is so high that cannot be put in to scales of one or two and follows a 

vicious circle of endless problems. The story indicates that, she went through such a 

difficult time. In the beginning, she developed endless hatred for man in a word she 

cannot express. She also started to see man not as a human beings but some kind of elites 

and monsters with a big hom. She not only hates them all but also cannot stand their 

voice as well. Therefore, she pictured them as human eaters who are always after her. 

That results her life to be filled with fears and hatred. Thus, she keeps on saying' these 
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monsters are coming to eat me! Men are coming destroy my life!' And hence could not 

help herself, sc reaming or covering her ears if she hears their voice because of the /lash 

backs. As the rcsult , she startcd to change hcr belwvior and act compl etely diffcrent. She 

cuts an y relation with people what so ever and loses trust over anybody whether male or 

female. As a result , she fou nd ultimate solution which keeps her away fi'om everything by 

locking herself up t(lr about a whole year to und to be ultimate so lution which indicates in 

fe lling loneliness and powcrlessness . and isolat ion li'om the rest of the wor ld behind. 

She generally has a diffi culty forming hea lthy relationships and knowing whom to trust 

or whom to believe which forced her to see everyone exac tl y as the same. Thus, she puts 

allmcn 's in the same box and unable to differentiate the good li'om the bad. 

Apart fro m these, she also indicated her loss of appetite and her weight in addition to her 

s leep less nights and /lash back, as wel l. (Rcnooy, 2002; Abramson and Mast roleo, 2002; 

Davis, 2000; Ticoll , 1994) explained that sex ual abuse exhibit diffi culti es with eat ing, 

sleeping, concentrating; fee lings of being unclean; mood swings with no apparent cause; 

intrusive thoughts of the assault; Ilashbacks; respond aggressive ly 01' withdraw soc iall y 

ti'om others. have difti cu lty conccntrating alT vis ible crfects ofabusc . 

Therefore, she cannot stand the fact being taught by a ma le teacher. Hence, start ing 

slowly she cut her class if a male teacher inters but thcn aga in she fCllInd out that it is 

impossible to learn with out them . So. she final ly dccidcd to quitc schoo l. Because, how 

can she poss ibl y stand stee l and learn by those reminders of painfu l event and result of 

flash backs, when what she really wanted was killing them all by some kind of toxic that 

also indicates her anger. This ultimatel y len her as she indicated to bc unsociab le. 

When her behavior leti her to 'le unsociable with others, leads her not to work wi th man 

or with anyonc since she hide behind herse l r. As the result she cannot participate in an 

effort to support herself or become independent or contribu te [o r the development to the 

country. If she continues to be in the same position as toda y, unemployment and hunger 

wi ll finall y be thl: llext drastic isslle alllOll ~ utlll:r things. 
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Few gynecological problems that are expected from the sexual abuse are recognized in 

this girl as well. These are ble eding, Etches and tearing of the womb. Whenever she 

answered the call of nature, she often bleeds. In addition she got a life time scare and 

memento of a trip that infected her with HIV I AIDS. So this was the beginning of the 

problem and in her eyes the end of everything as she stated 'Hope was the last thing that 

crosses her mind.' 

On the other hand, the major problem concerning society found to be negative responses 

from others i.e. re-victimization. No matter where she goes, be in the hospital or police 

station as she indicated "A girl like you?" (nA/1;9U fiN 'rmC(I) is not new. This 

indicates totally different connotation proving that a girl in her position should not 

request further when she instead suppose to feel very lucky for whatever she gets and 

kept quit about it. Which implies these are amongst the other factors which force the 

victim to remain silent about her suffering, because of what the other will say? 

Accordingly, who wants to ab.lse you? And how did you know that it's him? Were 

common issues and that is why, most of the appeal in court is denied because of the 

questions in the above. Therefore, they are considered to be incompetent witnesses by 

police and the courts, particularly if they have difficulty in visually identifying the abuser 

(Hartin, 2000). 

On the contrary, if a girl went to report the sexual abuse by a man who is visually 

impaired, she considered to be a liar and unacceptable because of the following reasons. 

"How can a VI girl yourself sue a VI man? And how can a VI man do such a thing? 

Besides, for a fight that existed between the two people with disability, how in the earth 

can we put him in trial? "(FGD) 

Coping strategies 

For all above reasons that she stated in seeking help for herself, she decided not to 

continue in the same situation as she was before; avoiding herself from the rest of the 
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world, her dreams and accomplishments that she desire for long time. Therefore, in order 
to forget things she started out by listening to slow songs except like she stated love song 
and engaged herself in reading Bible which made her emotionally stable. And when she 
realized that these methods did not suffice her to go out of the cage, she decided to seek 
professional help which ultimately changed her life for real. 

But, it does not mean that the scares will fade away forever but just hidden some where 
safe to deal with it positively and will always be part of the rest of her life. So that is why 
she stated that she even gets this sinking feeling with men around her even now. 

Case presentation (4) 

(Tsenat) 

Introduction 

Tsenat who is 22 is a girl witl. hearing impairment. She is optimist, happy and has a 
positive outlook about the future. Even though what she has been through is tough and 
rough. 

She strives so hard to make clear of what she wanted to say or let others understand how 
she feels because she loves to share her experience with others and tries to present it as 
something that people can learn from it. And that is why she fined it easy to tell others 
about HlV / AIDS than her abuse. Infact she said HIV / AIDS is like Enflwenza. It's just 
that we have to have good times no matter what and eating well are all about her life 
principles. 

In the beginning though she was not willing to open up due to the above reasons. But 
later as she understands the purpose of the study, that went on for four days (taking a total 
of four hours) she started as ..................... .. 
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I am the youngest in the family. And we are five including me. Naturally, there is no 

support or care when it comes to me. Even though, my family is not that much educated, 

nobody tries to understand me other than being egoistical around me. They do not even 

care whatever happened to me. 

Back then, I was in grade four when it happened which was in May 6, 1996 at exactly 

9.00p.m in the afternoon. 

Unthinlmble Happened 

I used to work in a bar as a dish washer. At that time I met this hearing person who was 

around 27. He used to come there very often. One day he asked me out for a cap of coffee 

and took me to a place around piazza, which I did not know the place that well. After we 

finished dining, he asked me to sleep with him. I got shocked because I did not expect 

that this will be the next step that followed. So I told him that I did not want to do it. And 

when he sow that I was being very serious a,bout it, he also got very serious in fact was 

more furious than I expected him to be. When he unexpectedly took a knife out 

threatened to kill me and subsequently ordering me to compromise or otherwise he 

definitely will put it inside my body. As a result, I just got so scared and become ice 

frozen but still refused even though I was shaking inside. But it seemed that, he did not 

want to waste his time arguing with me or listening to my unwillingness. So, he just 

grabbed my neck and slapped me in the chic and hit me even more. Since I could not able 

to make sound aloud or shout aloud he did not struggled to cover my mouth but he 

covered my eyes so that I could not see anyone around carefully. Then he dragged and 

covered my eyes with his one hand and points the knife at his other hand and led me in 

one of the rooms like the helpless animal ready to be slaughtered, He just made my blood 

run cold and he got me scared to death. So, finally he raped me and just left me lying 

there. 
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No one can understand me better than I do 

Even though, there were people who witnessed what was going on kept quite or got 

afraid because he looked physical fit. And I did not carefully able to recognize them since 

my eyes were completely covered. 

After he took off, a girl came in and asked me what happened but she could not possibly 

understand what I was talking about. I could not even go and tell what happened to 

anyone because after wards my whole body was dog-tired, shivered and lost control of 

myself. When I gained consciousness I realized that I could not even walk. So slowly I 

took a taxi and reached home. 

Ignoring the truth 

When my parents saw me they got terrified and asked what happened to me but I told 

them that I had this bad headache as they further questioned about my bruises in my face, 

I told them that it was my own agenda. But as I got better I told everything for my 

girlfriend who is a hearing impaired one. Then she told me that there was nothing that I 

should do except to be careful for next time. 

Besides I did not want disclose it to anyone or went to the police because, who would 

interpret what I wanted to say? My inability to communicate or explain myself is so 

difficult since I am a girl who is deaf. Besides, even if I wanted to report what happened 

to me, who can understand my language or worse they got surprised even to hear a 

complaint from me. Thus, I kept it inside. Not to forget mentioning if I were not a girl 

with this problem, I might get help around. 

Scared for life 

As time went by I found out that I was pregnant with his child. Since the timing is so bad 

and impossible to make abortion I left with out no choice except to give unwanted birth 
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and passed through hard times with my families which is like a nightmare. No matter 
how I told them the truth latter, no body trusted me and they though that I just brought 
this to myself. But latter passing all these I gave birth to a baby boy who seemed fine in 
the beginning but later he died for no reason that I could point a finger on. 

After one month I got suspicious because of the death of my baby. Thus, I decided for a 
check up which I never thought before. The result indicated that, I have HIV / AIDS in my 
blood. My whole world got shattered and fall apart. Afterwards I got very sick for about 
one whole year. I used to cry a lot, being sad all the time is like a full time job for me. I 
also cut my contact with anyone. Other than that, I have terrible gastric, headaches, 
gynecological problem excess bleeding which is heavy. Not to forget worries whenever 
my period comes because of it is so heavy and painful as well. Generally, I burnt inside. I 
hated people very much, still now I do not want to think about it or trust anybody for that 
matter. 

My relation ship with my families even got worse after they found out that I have HIV. 
Besides, I also lost my mother which made things a lot difficult than they already were. 
My sisters and brothers even told me that it is because of me that our mother died and 
blame me for what happened. At some point they even told me that what happened to me 
was good. It was beyond my mind. They even told me to go out of the house but when I 
just resisted and stayed with them since I have no alternatives they refused to give me 
food in the house and they told me that it was not their concern or headaches at all . 

Fight fire with fire 

Whenever I think about what happened to me I used to get mad. So, I started to drink 
beer to forget about everything. If I did dril)k, I could forget about anything and slept 
peacefully. Even when I was walking in the middle of the road and suddenly thought 
about it, I could not help myself getting in a bar holding a huge beer. 
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Bill recently I got married to a deaf and joined one organization that seemed life 

changing. Last I got my life back. 

Discussion 

Perpetrator 

The offender as she indicated is a hearing guy around 27 who used to come often where 

she used to work. So, he started out by appearing as if somebody who really likes her just 

to gei one date with her. Thus, the minUI(; she agreed upon it, took her to a place where 

~veryone is around which first she could never expect something dangerous will ever 

happen with all the people around her. Second, the offender himself quite knew that since 

she could not shout or ask some one for help did not mind taking her where ever he liked 

knowing that she will be under his total control. Consequently, with out making any seen 

other than which seemed a simple tight between two lovers the offender slowly took one 

step ahead and In case if she resisted which she did made sure he can rely on his knife 

knowing that she will not compromise with her life. 

Since the offender is a calculative one, he also made sure that his victim could not see 
" 

anyone or can identify specific person if she wanted one to testify for her. I-knce he 

covered both her eye. Besides, his sexual abuse, he also physically attacked his victim 

enough to show bruises around her face. 

Tb'J.\·, generally, one who i~nv\'ls how te cOill111unic,~~e with girls ','/ith hearing impairment 

or h:ow how to sign are offenders of this girls but most importantly the deaf themselves 

ar~ mostly the ones who abuse girls with HI (FGD), 

Vulnerability factors 

''.V,x?!on wit:l !lcaiing impairment fB,CC the SU11C risks of abuse that all women face , plus 

then: ar(; ;,~ddi~ ional risk factors sp<!cifi~ail y rebted to th~ir impairmem. A.s it IS indicated 
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111 the story, if she were not a girl with hearing impairment, she might use the 

opportunities around. 

Besides, she stated that she does not want to disclose the abuse because of her inability to 

communicate or explain herself or even worse the negative reaction she probably face 

hold her back to go through further. She stated even if I wanted to 'who would interpret 

what I wanted to say'? Implies that since girls have limited vocabulary or communication 

skills pose barriers to disclosing abuse, perpetrators may believe they can getaway with 

abusive behavior if their victims cannot report it dmf to a disability (Abramson and 

Mastroleo, 2002). 

On the contrary, girls with hearing impairment most of the time considered to be the one 

who makes themselves vulnerable for sexual abuse to happen. Which indicates the 

behavior of girls with HI held responsible and accountable for facilitating the road to 

abuse. For instance, failure to doubt that no one comes to harm them and considering 

relationships as a way of getting love and acceptance or being civilized about it are 

factors listed held accountable other than the lack of sex education and information which 

also have tht: same effects as it is explained in (FGD). 

Consequence of abuse 

The story indicates that she had endless problems with herself and with her families long 

before the abuse happened and also went from one overlapping awful situation to 

another. Thus, she already developed negative relationship with her family just because 

she happens to be among the ones who are unable to hear. Thus, as she indicated there is 

no support or one who tries to understand her. Statements which indicate how much her 

family avoid her by blaming her for the death of the mother, refusing to give her food in 

the house, or worse considering what just happened to her was a good thing and telling 

her that she is not their concern at all were just enough things to break ones heart with out 

considering her scare of abuse for a second. 
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After her knowledge of the pregnancy, things got from bad to worse when her family 
found out as she stated made her life a nightmare. This just marked the road undergo 
depression. 

After she lost her son that seemed fine in the beginning made her to suspect something 
might go wrong along the way. As a result, to resolve her sun mystery she decided to take 
the blood taste which proved her being positive. When she learned that she has got AIDS 
stated that, 'My whole world got shattered and fall apart' which implied that things got 
unbearable enough to deal with and got her Sick for a whole year and during those times 
she used to be sad every time, cry a lot, refuse to see a~yone .. . etc Which indicates as a 
major symptoms of depression involving girls with disabilities. (Best,1991 as cited in 
Ticom ,19994) 

When she becomes too angry and burnt inside, she started to hate people generally and 
lost her trust. Which are also indications of some of the outcomes of victimization of 
sexual abuse (Flynn, 1989 as cited in Ticom, 1994). 

She also experience terrible gastric, headaches, gynecological problem, heavy excess 
bleeding, pain and worries ... etc. which are also typical sign of heath complication that 
resulted from abuse as well. More, the slap which marked the bruises in her face is also a 
physical sign or force in abuse. 

On the other hand, not considering the reports of girls with hearing impairment seriously 
and or not taking ample time in their case were things that can be witnessed in the court 
room and from police station as a general negative response from the society (FGD). 

Coping strategies 

Whenever a thought happed to crosses her mind, she tries to hide herself behind the 
bottles. She explained that whenever she gets mad or though about it no matter where she 
is as she stated 'I could not help myself getting in a bar holding a beer.' which implies 
since girls experience depression or severe headaches, they may begin to drink alcohol or 
use drugs when they feel sad or when they do not want to remember things (Renooy, 
2002). Until recently, where she joined a life changing organization and got married, she 
quit drinking. 
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Cross Case Analysis 

This part deals with the separate and general discussion of each case in the table first 

followed by common themes and differences existed in between. 

Table2: General issues of cases 

Abuse Incident Perpetrators Vulnerability Conseq uen ces Coping 
occurs happen factors strategies 

In the twice -- a neighbor --not knowing feeling betrayed and lost --religion 
Case i offenders in abuse as abusive trust, anger, fear, hatred. 
(MR) 

houses different --a close or illegal activity getting upset easi ly, insult --avoidance 

times relative --behavior of people, sitting alone, or mechanisms 
girls in keep ing a refuse to clean owenself, 
secret head and back aches, skin . 
-- luck of disorder, nightmares. 
cred ibility being deflowered , 
--missing of sex pregnancy followed by 

education abortion, bleeding and 
re-vict imization ... etc 

In the twice --unidentified ---unable to helplessness, blaming --engaging 
Case2 

victims two strangers defend or escape own-self, fears, worries, herself in the 
(PH) consequen sleeping problems house work 

own house tly --having an 
--unidentified environment that bleeding, tearing in 
three strangers favored abuse, genital area, bruises 

--changing a 

--miss ing of sex quitting school, 
place 

edueat ion. fe-victimization etc 

a stranger who --unable to be hatred for all men, --listening 
Case 3 In public took deliberate aware of the loneliness powerlessness and reading 

(VI) transportat once of the situation surroundings isolation, difficulty whom except love 
ion on a dependency and to trust, flash backs songs and 
journey 

, 
books thrust on the sleepless nights 

perpetrator ' . 
weight and appetite loss, 

--seeking 
-not knowing a bleeding, etches, tearing 

professional 
place of gen ital areas, 

help 
--miss ing of sex HIV/AIDS 

educat ion quitt ing school and re-
victimization" .etc 

one who is --unable to worries, iso lat ion, anger, --drinking 
Case 4 In the once known by the communicate hate , losing trust, crying, alcohol. 
(HI) hotel victim and scream nightmares ,depress ion 

--failure to doubt gastric, bruises bleeding, 
nothing harmful pregnancy, HIV/AIDS, ... 
will come etc 
-m issing of sex 

education 
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The table generally indicates that girls with disabilities do experience severe and repeated 

victimization starting from a family, stranger to unidentified offenders which resulted 

everlasting life time scares. In addition, these girls do not only offended by one but also 

by a group as well. 

The nature of abuse incorporates an almost endless list of injustices and complications 

which were witnessed in all the individual cases. For these reasons, in order to live with 

the situation Religion, seeking proffentional help, drinking and engaging in work house 

activities were different coping mechanisms though their aim all is about to make peace 

with themselves. 

Usually, abuse can happen almost anywhere. It can happen inside the home, outside, on 

transportation, hotel.. .. etc (Davis, 2005; Abramson and Astroleo, 2002; Ticom, 1994, 

Rousso, 2001). But almost all times, when it comes to girls with physically handicapped 

the abuse takes place inside their own house because, just like girls with MR most of the 

offenders of girls with PD are also persons who knows them, can be trusted as well as 

person who are close to them. Thus, most offenders take the advantage of their inability 

to see, communicate or escape. Some people also deliberately abuse women with 

disabilities because they know they will either have difficulty reporting it to the police 

and or have little credibility as witnesses in the justice system (Chappell, 2003). 

On the contrary, some offenders equate their abuse as if they are doing a huge favor for 

the victim. And whatever they did they consider it as a good will since they hold the 

thought that no body will be interested in them (FGD). 

But unlike all the other cases, most of the time offenders of visually impaired girls are 

found to be their fellow visual impaired once. Because they are the one that can be 

trusted and second, unlike visually impaired girls, the behavior of VI men are considered 

to be sexually active. And that is why it is quoted in FGD 
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This indicates that the visually impaired offenders already knew that taking advantage 
over these girls is much easier since they already knew "they are trusted; other than their 
general behavior which is explained in the above. 

Similarly, the offenders of healing impaired girls most of the time also indicated to be 
their fellow hearing impaired males as well. Because the offender took the advantage of 
being near, trusted and able to communicate with them (FGD). 

Generally, girls with disability as it showed in the above table are vulnerable for abuse 
other than which specific disability contributed. Factors like missing of sex education, 
having an environment that favored abuse, behavior of girls, trust and dependency on the 
perpetrators etc are the case in point. Except the specific reasons like, inability to see or 
read facial expression and body language ... etc is to girls with visual impairment as 
inability to communicate or scream ... etc is to girls with hearing impairment and inability 
to escape or defend ... etc is to physically handicapped as to failure to understand the 
sexual abuse or over trusting behavior ... etc is to girls with mental retardation. The rest of 
issues are all that can be shared with each other. 

The missing of sex education for girls with disabilities is also common factors which 
make girls a lot more vulnerable. Worse the miss information especially in the case of 
girls with MR on the contrary drives this girls to expose themselves for abuse. Especially 
girls with MR who only knows that all strange men are the one who kill them if 
experienced sexual abuse, finally will figure out they do "'not kill and hence things are not 
as what they though or might be. For this reason, it is ok if try it again. Besides, parents 
or caregivers did not want to talk to their daughter about sexual issues because they think 
that this iS 1not the concern of their daughter who is disabled (FGD). As the result, some 
young girls with disabilities may not understand what is happening to them in an abusive 
situation (Renooy ,2002). 

Commonly held societal myths, less support system form the police and court system are 
first and foremost issues that contribute to th,e discloser of abuse. As the result most of 
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the cases may not even reach to the police station, live alone having the ability or the strength to reach to higher court. Generally, there are many levels to the criminal justice system and each one has it is own tests that discourage women with disabilities from striving to attain justice (Chappell, 2003). 

Similarly among other personal reasons, parents of girls with disability also feel ashamed even to tell someone about it leave alone disclosing abuse because as it is explained in FGD "what is there to complain for a girl who is disabled and sexually abused?" (r.!-Jt\ 1",Il-r-!j' t\J!: "·J'.t.l1~ 'Oll '{j ) were feed backs that hinder them from stepping just a little and make a difference. In addition, along with the sexual abuse physical and verbal abuse is not new concerning these girls directly from the offenders or indirectly from the society as a whole. 

On the contrary, the victims themselves in the first place do not want to go to court because they live in the society where victims told to be quite and discouraged. Even if one who tries to go public do not expect something positive will come out since the judges are part of the society. Not to forget mentioning passing the gates of the police station is difficult as it is (FGD). 

On the other hand, though there is no specific research which shows in which type of disability appears to contribute to higher risk of victimization in our country, as it is indicated in all the FGDs, girls with mental retardation and hearing impairment consecutively experience more as it is also stated in (UNESCAP,2003). For the reason, taking an advantage of girls of MR is so easy just as getting away with it. Where as in the case of girls with HI, though communication barriers plays a major role their behaviors in exposing themselves for abuse to occur make them a lot more easier as well. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

This section include prec ise summary about the over all thesis and pass conclusion based 

on the finding following some recommendations. 

5.1. Summary 

The objective of this study examines the sexual abuse of girls w ith di sabilities and it 

consequences. 

Even though there is no doubt that sexually abuse of girls with di sability is happening 

and considered to be a bigger problem, in Ethiopia though the issue by itself considered 

to be a bit strange and di sregarded . But things' hiding behind a wall of silence does not 

prevent it from happening. AmI that is why victims left to cry and scream alone sil entl y 

owing to themselves. 

Data were collected from four sexual abused girls and their parents in addition to the four 

FGDs. In-depth interviews were conducted w ith the respondents us ing interview guide 

and the data were then an alyzed qualitatively. 

The qualitati ve findings from this study indicated that sexuall y abused girls with 

di sability are vulnerable for abuse for different reasons. And thi s vulnerabili ty is not 

solely I inked tot he di sabi lity itse lf b ut a IS0 t hey are a result 0 f s ociety's r esponses 0 r 

biases that inOuence the lives of people with di sabilities in addition to the absent of 

sexual education. 

Hence, these girl s experi ence repeated and severe sex ual abuse starting from strangers, 

family members to unidentifi ed persons that resulted in endless anc! everl asting problems 
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exhibited starting from psychological , behavioral, psychical, educational, and 
economical , social to health factors. Problems like depression, anger, hostility isolation, 
self hatred, loss of trust, fear ... etc are manifestations of psychological problems. Crying, 
becoming quiet, eating disorder, flash backs, unhealthy appetite, aggressive behavior, 
nightmares, problem with neatness, bed wetting ... etc are also the result of behavioral 
problems. Where as, gynecological problems, terrible gastric, abortion, pregnancy, HIV/ 
AIDS, head aches, heavy and irregular menses, skin disorder etc are health issues 
stemming from the sexual abuse exhibited in those girls. Thus, because of all the above 
factors, girls mostly forced to quit school or became isolated from the world that can in 
turn pave the way for unemployment followed by povel1y. As a result, girls will fail to 
contribute their share in the development even though it is obvious that success and 
progress without the inclusion of person with disability is not achievable. 

Generally, sexual abuse is a barrier for the individual education and participation in social 
development. It also compromises their health and brings additional challenges or re
victimizations from the society among other things. While sexual abuse is not only 
personal, the parents or care givers and the society generally are also negatively affected. 

5.2. Conclusions 

Since disabi lity is a risk factor for abuse which added to the fact of being a girl increases 
the risk to higher rate. As a result, girls with disability are vulnerable fo r sexual abuse 
because of their inability to hear, understand, communicate, see ... etc. Challenges in 
addition for their vulnerabi lity resulted from the society and from the surrounding 
environment as well. Hence, all girls are victims of the.,above conditions. Besides, they 
are also experience repeated victimizations. In the case of Fikir and Tifat including her 
aunt, all are repeated ly victimized by the unspeakable incident. Especially Tifat and her 
aunt experienced abuse by groups in a most awful way which they even could not get a 
chance to identify their offenders. 
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Generall y, al l girls are mostl y at ri sk for abuse from men they know especially in the case 

of MR, HI, and VI usually, ab users are those who are close and trusted ones. And who 

can be more trusted than the fellow VI and HI men in the case of gi rls with HI and VI? 

Besides, the offenders a Iso found to be strangers who happen to take a n advantage of 

their vu lnerability in the case of Desta, Tsenat and Filega. 

The absences of appropriate sex education also leave girls even more vulnerable. 

Inappropriate information given by school or by parents contributes and made things a lot 

worse than things already are. 

More than the di sab ility itself, girl s are affected by the sexual abuse. Mulu's explanation 

in this case seems universal that can be shared by all...' it is not the disabi lity it itself that 

affects us but it's the sexual abuse that can make you disab led. And it is not my disability 

that make mel oss hope but rather the incident that took a way allm y entire strength.' 

Hence, the abuse aggravates their d isabilities and caused secondary conditions which can 

last a life time. Therefore, Desta and Tsenat are vict ims of HIV/AIDS. While Fikir forced 

to make an abortion which added fuel to the fire. Tifat still also sufferer from internal and 

physical situation as well. 

Besides, parents or care givers directly or indirectly were greatly affected by these harsh 

incidents . Strangely as it may seem, Fi lega's aunt herself was the vic tim herself and 

forced to have unwanted pregnancy among other effects. Besides the mother of Filega 

and the entire family developed a hostil e l'elut ionship in which everyday they have to deal 

wi th the offender insults and treats other than their internal pain. Not to forget mentioning 

the medical b ill s. 

In orcler to handle the situation, all girls used their own unique coping mechanisms to 

survive. Usi ng religion, work, li stening slow music and reading and seeking professional 

help are found to be escaping method which indicates a positive coping strategies form 

Fi rkr, Tifat a!ld Dcsta respectively. Where as, Tsenat used negative coping strategies i.e. 

drinking nlcoho l whenever something crosses her mind till recently. 
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things different are part of our priorities? Since, girls with disabilities experiencing abuse 

severely and repeatedly with out a shoulder to cry on; my responsibility to address the 

issue seem clear and imperative in this case. 

5.3. Recommendations 

The following general recommendations are passed concerning the overall situation. 

« Providing appropriate sex education in relation to age appropriate type of 

disability and learning style or girls need to be given in self protection training 

which enable them to protection themselves and make decisions that in turn can 

reduce their vulnerability. 

« Training people in a variety of professions in communicating with and responding 

to the special needs of victims with disabilities need also be essential. 

1::. Parents also have the responsibility to teach their daughters and transmit the 

proper information and work together with school in action to participate that 

their daughter could be a victim and vulnerability to be taken an advantage off. 

« Reporting can be increa,;ed through educating Individuals with di sability, their 

parents and societies at large; creating a safe environment that allows victims to 

disclose. Thus, a zero tolerance campaigns designed to rise in shifting awareness 

and the growing recognition that sexual abuse of girls is happening everyday at an 

alarming rate with or without public awareness is not only the victims personal 

issue. 

1;: Focusing on research that is disability-specific sexual abuse cases since the first 

step has to be recognizing the magnitude of the problem and confronting the truth 

that girls with disability are not just victims of abuse but al so are more vulnerable 

and hence highly victimized. 

« Empowering measures enhancing assertiveness and confidence of girls actually 

speaking up for themselves can be a stepping stone to change things around. 
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Appendix 1 

Addis Ababa University 

School of Graduate Studies 

Department of Psychology 

Interview guide for sexually Abused Girls with Disabilities 

Background information 

Age-

Sex---

G rade--

Family Background 

• Educational level of the parents 

• Quali ty of relationship within the family 

Abusive situation 

~ Happenings during the incident(s)o 

• nature of the incidents(violent or not violent) 

• Abuse takes place 

• When the abusive relationship started and its frequency 

• Unders tanding of the sex ual connotation of the events 

• Sentimen t experienced during the abuse 

• After the experience share it with 

Perpetrator 

• Age of the perpetrator 

• Relationship with the victim 

• Approach used by the perpetrators to swindle the victims 

Reporting ab use 

• Reporting the event 

• Reason for reporting or not reporting the case 

• Reaction of s igni fi cant others upon reporting or not 

• Support rece i,oed from significant others 



Consequences of sexual abuse 

• Health factors 

• Unwanted pregnancy 

• Sexually transmitted diseases! HIV! AIDS 

• Gynecological problems 

• Physical Factors 

• Psychological and behavioral factors 

• Educational facto rs 

• Economical factors 

• Social factors 

Legal action taken and its results 

5 problems encountered in the process 

Factors that contributed in which the abuse occurs 

• Societal factors 

• Educational factors 

• Health care system factors 

• Individual facton 

Coping strategies 

• Coping mechanisms 

• Receive personal ,group, family counseling 

• First time you thought about seeking help 

• Feelings that Pr:J mpted yo u to seek help 

• persons or thingi' prevent you from seeking help 

• Receive support serv ices from gove rnment or private 

organization and their help fu lness 
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Appendix 2 

Addis Ababa University 

School of Graduate Studies 

Department of Psychology 

Interview guide for Parents or caretakers of sexually abused girls with disabilities 

Background Information 

Mother's Age-------

Level of Ed uca tion----- Occupation----

Income- -----------Marriage hfe--

Zone-------------woreda---

Father's age,---

Level of Education-----Occupation 

!ncome----------No. Ofcltildren in the family-------

Quality of relationship within the family 

Knowledge of the abuse (when and how?) 

Perpetrator 

• 
• 
• 

age 

relation 

How the perpetrator takes an advantage of the situa tion 

around? 

Effect of sexua l abuse on 

• Psychological and behavioral factors 

• Educational factors 

• Economical factors 

• Social factors 

• Health factors 



Effect of sexual abuse on the 

Reporting 

Help 

• Family 

• Marriage 

• Social 

• Psychological 

• Economical 

• Time 

• to whom 

• results obtained 

• Reaction or attitude of extended family members neighbors and 

the society at large after the report 

Seeking medical help 

• pregnancy testing 

• testing for sexually transmitted diseases including HIV 

• medical help for cuts, bruises and other injuries 

Getting counseling and Support 

• go ing to counseling 

• gett ing help from support person or an advoca te 

• talking to a fri end 

Getting support 

• schools" police , women's association, judges, NGO's ... etc 

Parent- school relation 

• on sex education 

• di scussion on sex ual abuse issues 

Teaching / discussing with their daughter 

• About sex ual issues 



Appendix s 

Addis Ababa University 

Schoo I 0 f Graduate Studies 

Department of Psychology 

This focus group discussion is designed to be conducted with teachers of girls with 

disability and related others. The main objectives of this focus group discussion are 

concerning about the general issues about sexual abuse and girls with disabilities. 

It is believed that your participation in giving full information, opinions feelings and 

reactions on this is highly crucial and base for good outcome in this study. 

The researcher would like to assure that the discussants may not be quoted without their 

consent, in the research for what they mentioned. If cases to be obtained included in the 

research, it is of no doubt, code name will be used. Last but not least this information will 

only be used for nothing else other than for research purpose. 

Introduction 

Introduces self and explain how long the sess ion is expected to run. 

Focus group objectives 

Introduce the aim of the study 

Warm up discussions 

How is work? 

How are your relations with girls who are disabled? 

What do you think about the myths surmunding sexual abuse and disabilities are0 

Have you come across with girls who are sexually abused in your school? 

Awareness of sexual abuse 

Can yo u recognize sexual abuse in the school? I f so how0 

What are the things you follow after you suspect or tind out that a girl is sexua ll y abused 

ill yo" ,. schoo \,! 



Sex education 

Did you actively seek to teach girls about their right to privacy and to set limits about 

what happens to/with their body? 

Did you seek to help girls to understand that it is a "good thing to let someone know if 

they are in any way uncomfortable with how people touch or interact with them? 

Involvement of parents 

Do parents actively involve in making suggestion or participate in an effort of educating 

girls with disabilities about sexual abuse? 

What kinds of mechanisms do you use to include parents of children with disabilities to 

include in prevention, intervention of sexual abuse? 

General issues 

What are the consequences of the abuse and how devastating is it? 

What do you think are the factors that increase the risk of violence? 

How do we prevent or assure to stop sexual abuse? 

In your experience which area of disabilities are you think more vulnerable to abuse and 

why? 

In your experience who do you think are the perpetrators of sexually abused girls with 

disabilities? 

How do you view the Legal Aspect of Sexual Abuse in Ethiopia concerning girls with 

disabilities? 

I-low do you witness the support system from schools, courts, police, rehabilitation 

centers and significant others towards girls with disabilities who are sexually abused? 
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